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ABSTRACT 
In si tu testing was conducted .:in the Gihson Dome No. 1 (GO-l) borehole in 
southeastern Utah at depths ranging from 95 4 to 1,507 m (3,130 to 4,945 
feet) • These tests were made 1n a number of salt strata to measure (1) 
s tress-strain behav ior of the borehole (hole "squeeze") 1 (2) short-term 
borehole creep; and () i n situ stresses in salt strata. Labora::'ory triaxial 
strength and creep tests were conducted on core removed from GIr 1 to provide 
engi neering data under a variety of test conditions (stress state, strain 
rate, and temperature. Results of in s i tu and laboratory tests will be used 
to assist in estimatinq the maximum feasible depth for a repository in the 
Gi bson Dome Area. 
Stress-strain data reflected test zone behavior devoid of previous non-
geologic stress influences. Radial strain creep rates were generally 
consistent with other laboratory tests and other direct measuremen ts of 
borehole creep. Hydraulic fracture data indicated a non-lithostatic stress 
state at depths shallower than 1,220 m (4,1l00 feet). Laboratory triaxi al 
strength tests and Young's modulus results displayed trends similar to those 
from salt in other 10catJons, showing that Paradox salt has hiqher strengths 




The National Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS) program WAS established in 1976 
by the Department of Energy's (DOE) predecessor agency, the Energy Research 
and Development Administration (ERDA) I to develop the technology and provide 
the facilities for the safe, environmentally acceptable, permanent disposal of 
high-level nuclear waste (HLW). 
DOE's responsibility for the long-term management of highly radioactive 
nucle ar wastes is defined by federal laws, which specify that DOE must provide 
fac i lities for the successful isolation of HLW from the environment 1n 
f e derally licensed and federally owned repositories for AS long as the wastes 
represent a Significant hazard. 
Highly radioactive nuclear wastes ~nclu,,:e wastes from both commercial and 
defense sources, such as spent (used) fuel from nuclear power reactors, 
accumulations of wastes remaining from production of nuclear weapons, and 
solidified wastes from fuel reprocessing. 
To meet its major objective of isolating HLW, DOE is developing a tech-
nical program that will meet all relevant radiological protection criteria as 
well as other applicable regulatory requirements. 
NWTS activities include providing the technology and facilities for other 
terminal isolation of these wastes. DOE's program emphasizes disposal in 
mined repositories deep underground in stable geologic formations. several 
types of rock are being studied in several states. Rock types include bedded 
salt deposits, salt domes, basalt (solidified lava), tuff (compacted volcanic 
ash), and "crystalline" rocks.* 
Steps leading to the permanent disposal of HLW are : 
• Studying, characterizing, and recorrmending p::>tentia.l sites for reposi-
tories 
• Designing, l icensing , and operating commercial repoSitories 
*"crystalline" rock. is a. general term for igneous and metamorphic rocxs, as 
opposed to sedimentary rocks. Granite is one type of crystalline rock. 
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• Providing waste packaging facilities 
• Developing transportation requi rements 
• Developing the technology to support these steps 
• Studying alternative disposal methods as long-range options to the 
geologic disposal program . 
Four separate but coordinated projects are involved in the HLW disposal 
program: the Office t)f Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONWI), the Basalt Waste 
Isolation Project (BWIP) at DOE I S Hanford Reservation in Washington state , the 
Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) at the federal Nevada Test 
Site, and the SUbseabed Disposal Project. ONWI, BWIP, and NNWSI focus o n 
different rock. types and conduct studies in site evaluation, technology 
development, facility design, and field testing. They share data and informa-
tion of general benefit. ONWI coordinates site exploration studies on non-DOE 
land . The Subseabed Disposal Project is assessing the technical, environmen-
tal, engineering , and institutional feasibi Ii ty of disposing of processed 
highl y radioactive nuclear waste and/or repackaged spent fuel in geologic 
formations beneath the sediments of the oceans. 
Identifying possible sites for geologic repositories and evaluating their 
potential involve the collection and analysis of detailed geologic and 
environmental data and comparison of the data against predetermined site 
performance criteria (i .e., geo logie characteristics, environmental protec-
tion, and socioeconomic impacts). The site selection process consists of a 
series of increasingly detai led steps to obtain environmental and geologic 
information . The steps are: national survey of one or more rock types wit.h 
potential for waste containment; identification of regions containing pot en-
tlally suitable rock types; recommendation of stu1y areas and locations. At 
the c o nc lusion of each screening step, the focus narrows to smaller land 
" reas, while the amount of data collected increases. Screening steps will 
i denti fy potential sites at several locations, leading to the next phase, s ite 
c ha ra c terization. The purfX>se of si te characterization is to assess a site IS 
suitability f o r a repository. The process culminates in OOE's application to 
the U. S . Nuc lea r Regulatory Commission (NRC) for authorization to construct 
and operate t he first repository. 
v 
The first federal repository for the isolation of high-level nuclear 
wastes is expected to be in operation between 1998 and 2006, fol lowing the 
site selection process outlined, field testing and technology development 
programs , and ful ~ lliment of licensing requirements. DOE expects to choose 
one site from among several aualified sites and apply to NRC in 1988 for a 
license to construct the first repository. Several repositories are planned. 
Throughout the repository siting and construction process, opportunities 
are provided for public and peer review and comment. DOE maintains an open 
information program for nuclear waste management activities and 1s committed 
t o a policy of consultation with state and local officials. Information is 
provided to both technical and nontechnical groups and to governmental offi-
cials through review of major reports, briefings, conferences, public 
meetings, and printed material. Additional opportuni ties for public input 
will occur at public hearings and reviews that are part of the li c e nsing 
process . 
Several documents and statements provide policy and technical guidance in 
the definition and planning of the NWTS program: 
(1) President's Nuclear Policy Statement, October 8, 1981 
(21 OOE Record of Decision (to adopt the mined geologic disposal strategy 
and develop repositories), May 14, 1981 
(3) National Plan for Siting High-Level Radioactive Waste Repositories 
and E:lVironmental Assessment (Draft), February, 1982 
(4) Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (U.S. DOE, 1980) 
(5) Proposed Rulemaking on the Storage and Disposal of Nuclear Waste 
(Waste Confidence Rulemaking) - Statement of Position of the U.S. 
Department of Energy, April 15, 1980 
(6) Proposed Rulemaking on the Storage and Disposal of N\..tclear Waste 
(Waste Confidence Rulemaking) - Cross- Statement of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy, September 5, 1980 
(7) Report to the President by the Interagency Review Group on Nuclear 
Waste Management, March, 1979 (IRG, 1979) 
(8) Earth Science Technical Plan for Mined Geologic Disposal of Radio-
active Waste (ESTP) (U.S. OOE and others , 1979). 
vi 
Both the IRG Repo r t a nd t he FEIS eval uat e alternat i ve waste disposa l 
processes and conclude that mined geologic disposal wi 11 be the e ar liest one 
availabl e . The I RG r epo r t recommfm ds that near-term program activities should 
be predicateo on the tentative assumption t hat t he firs t disposa l faci li ties 
will be geologic repositories . The FE IS provides a detailed evaluation of 10 
methods for waste di spesal a nd concludes that the technol ogy for emplacemen t 
of radioactive was t es i n ge o l og ic formations can pro ba bl y be developed a nd 
applied with minima l environmen tal conse quences . The ESTP , which is the 
product of a cooperative effort by ~OE a nd the U. S . Ge o l ogical s urvey (USGS ), 
furnishes detailed pr ogrammatic guiriance for i mplementi ng research addressing 
specific ea r th s cience issues ass ocia t ed with geol ogic wa ste disposaL 
vii 
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Nuclear Waste Terminal Storage geologic studies provide the information 
needed t o evaluate the selected geologic fo:&."ll'Iation for potential repositories 
f rom the standpoint of engineering feasibility, safety, public health, and 
r esource confli c t s.. The geologic information gathered in the Paradox Basin 
during the regional studies phase is reported in "OVerview of the Regional 
Geo logy o f the Paradox Basin Study Region" (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1980 : 
ONWI-92) • 
On the basi s of information in Paradox Basin regional geologic and 
environmental reports, four study areas (Gibson Dome, salt Valley, Elk Ridge, 
Lisbo n Valley) were selected for additional study (Bechtel and Woodward-Clyde 
Consultants, 19BO: ONWI-36). The results of area-level studies at Gibson 
Dome, Elk Ridge, and Lisbon Valley are presented in a geologie area charac-
teri zation report (ACR) for the Paradox Basin (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 
1982: ONWI-290). 
This report presents preliminary in situ and laboratory geotechnical data 
of salt strata in the Gibson Dome study area. In situ testing was done in the 
Gibson Dome No. (GO-1) borehole at depths ranging from 954 to 1,507 m* 
(3,130 t o 4,945 feet). These tests were made 1n a number of salt strata 
(primarily sodium chloride) to measure: (1) stress-strain behavior of the 
borehole (hole "squeeze") as the pressure in an isolated test zone was varied 
from hydrostatic drilling fluid pressure; (2) short-term borehole .:reep aa the 
pressure in the test zone was maintained at a minimUD\ pressure for a per iod of 
about one day; and (3) in situ stresses in salt strata using hydraulic frac-
ture t e c hniques. These data will be used to assist in estimating the maximum 
fea s ible depth for a repository in the Gibson Dome Area, to validate computer 
codes that predict the thermomechanical response of an underground structure 
i n t his Area, and t o provide data for engineering characterization o f the 
Area. 
*Note : All depths in the GO-1 borehole a re refe renced to the drill rig Xelly 
Bushing da tum, whic h i s at 4,949 feet above mean sea level. 
Labo rato r y t r i axial strength tests and creep tests were conducted t o 
provide engineering data under a variety of test c o nditio:1s (stress state, 
st ra i n rate, and temperature). The combination of i n situ and laboratory 
measurements provi de a n unusual opportunity to predict behavio r (borehole 
defor mat ion) using laborato ry strength and creep data as input to thermo-
mechanical computer codes and then to compare the predictions wi th the act.ual 
in situ measurements . This report presents data with which to make such 
compa r isons . Actual computation s of predi c ted versus measured behavior are 
being done by o ther ONWI subcontractors and are not discussed in this report. 
This report is divided into three major sections . Section 2 is a discus-
s i on of the in situ test proqram, detailing objectives and methodology and 
reviewing results and their implications. The unloading and load1ng/hydraulic 
fracture programs are discuss ed i n separate subsections of Section 2. Typical 
plots of individual test data and summary plots of interpreted data from 
several tests are i ncluded. Complete individual test data plots and tabula-
tions and test apparatus compliance measurements are presented in Appendix A. . 
Section 3 documents laboratory triaxial strength and creep testing . 
Triaxial strength testi ng is discussed separately fr om creep testing because 
test procedures and purpos es for the two tests are di fferent. Detailed plots 
of laboratory results for this phase are presen ted 1n Appendix B. 
The final major section of the report includes a listing of conclusions or 
summary statements that highlight i n situ a nd laboratory results ( Section 4) 
and references (Section 5) . 
English measurements were used in all GD-1 f i eld and laboratory work . 
Metric conversions have been made f o r this report ; however, the English 
measurement should be cons idered rrost acc urate if rounding discrepancies 
occur . 
IN SITU TEST PROGRAM 
2.1 OVERVIEW 
2.1.1 Objectives 
During previous drilling and hydrogeologie drill-stem testing in t he Sal t 
Valley area of the Paradox Basin of southeast Utah, it was noted t hat oilfield 
drill-stem test (OST) equipment was potentially useful in making deformation 
measureme nts in deep salt strata to assess the behavior of underground open-
i ngs. These earli er measurements indicated that substantial hole closure 
might be occurring at a depth of approximately 1 , 150 m (3,800 feet). Follow-
ing these observations, a program was developed and implemented to measure 
geotechnical prcperti e s of salt strata in borehole GD-1, located in the Gibson 
Dome Area, 80 kIn (50 miles) south of Salt Valley. 
The in situ test program in GD-l had several objectives: (1) to evaluate 
whether oilfield DST equipment and ancillary services could be used to measure 
in situ geotechnical properties of saltl (2) to co l lect stress-strain data for 
the first unloading and loading of deep salt strata; (3) to l'I'Ieasure short-term 
(approxi mately one-day) creep of salt strata when subjected to a constant 
(minimum) unloading stressl and ( 4) to estimate t he in situ state of stress by 
loading salt strata to the point of hydraulic fracture. These objectives were 
ach ieved by speci al DST operational sequences and utilization of stable and 
accurate downhole quartz-crystal pressure transducers (QCT). 
Deep i n situ tests were predicated on two characteristics of salt: its 
moderate deformability and its negligible permeability . The former property 
permits bore hole deformation resnlting from pressure changes in a downhole 
test zone t o be large enough to monitor with relative ease. The latter 
factor, the nea r impermeabili ty o f salt, yields bc.rehole walls wi thi n a salt 
stratum that are a natural barrier to flow of fluid, except in the case where 
f luid pressure increases t o t he point of hydrau lic fracture . It is therefore 
possible to isolate a deep test zone with rubber packers at the top and bot1..om 
of the zone without seali ng the borehole walls within the zone. Deep in situ 
geotechnical tests in salt mo nitor borehole closure or expansion in response 
to pressure decrease or increase . This geotechnical testing is in marked 
. c ontrast to hydrogeologic testing, where a test zone is also isolated by 
rubber pack.ers, but test zone pressures and volume changes are caused primar-
ily by fluid flow into or out of the surrounding formations. 
In situ geotechnical tests were conducted to monitor the response of deep 
test zones withi n the salt strata of the Pdradox Forma tion when pressure in & 
test zone varied from normal drilling-fluid p r eRsure . Two types of tests were 
conducted : (1) unloading tests, in which the test zone pressure .",as reduced 
below drl lling-fluid pressure in a gradual, controlled manner; and 
( 2) loadi ng/ hydraulic fracture tests, in which the test zone pressure was 
i nc reased above drilling-fluid pressure until the formation hydr~"J lically 
fractured. 
2. 1. 2 Stratigraphy at GO-l 
1.0991 ng of the GO-1 borehole indicated rocK strata of Permian age 
immedi ately underlying the surface. These subsu rface strata are characterized 
by essentially horizontally bedded sedimentary deposits of sandatone, sil t-
stone , limestone, and dolomite . Below these strata, the Paradox Formation , of 
Pennsylvanian age, is encountered at a depth of 798 m (2,618 feet). This 881-
m (2, 890-foot) th i CK formation consists of salt (primari ly sodi urn chloride) 
deposited in distinc t cycles separated by interbed sequences of anhydrite, 
blaCK shale ca rbonate, and other clastic rocKs. Sal t wi thin the Paradox 
Formation consti tutes approximately 68 percent of the whole formation; indivi-
dual salt beds are often more than 30 m (100 feet) thick. The salt often in-
c ludes thin bands of anhydrite i n two forms: (1) laminar anhydrite, approxi-
mately 0.15 em ( 1/ 16 inch) t hiCK, having a rhythmic spacing of 2.5 to 7.5 em 
( 1 to 3 inc hes); and, ( 2) more c ommonly, bands of diffuse anhydrite sand, 
about 2 . 5 em ( 1 i nc h ) th iCK , in salt. Additional details about GD-l strati-
graphy can be found in Woodward-Clyde Consultants (1982, Vol. II) . 
2.2 UNLOADING GEOTECHNICAL DRILL- STEM TESTS 
2 . 2 . 1 Methodology 
The geotechnical drill-stem test (GOST) procedure began with isolating the 
test zone in the 25 . 4- to 30.5- cm ( 10- to 12- inch) diameter borehol e with 
inflatable rubber packers (Figure 2-1). The test zone was 21 to 49 m (7 0 to 
160 feet) long to maximize measurement sensitivity and minimize test zone end 
effects. Borehole drilling fluid completely fi l led the test zone below a 
closed shut-in valve; 7.39-cm (2 - 7/ 8- incb ameter tubing above the valve was 
filled to a level of a few hundred meters above the zone with a brine fluid 
(specific gravity of both drill i ng fluid and brine fluid was 1 . 4), leaving the 
rema i ning 900 to 1,200 m (3,000 to 4,000) feet of tubing empty. The tubing 
was then pressurized with compressed nitrogen to a value equal to full bore-
hole hydrostatic drilling- fluid pressure to sta.rt the test . When the shut-in 
valve was opened and nitrogen pressure was gradually reduced, the c hange of 
fluid leve l in the tubing, and thus the change of test zone volume, WAS 
monitored . 
The concept of gradually reducing test zone pressure from drilling-fluid 
pressure differs from the procedure in a conventiona l flow-in hydrogeologic 
OST, in which the pressure is suddenly reduced from fluid pressure to atmos-
pheric pressure as soon as the shut-in valve 1s opened. With the gradual 
reduction o f pressure in an unloading GOST, the test zone volume change is 
measured during the first unloading of the test zone below fluid pressure. 
(The GO-1 oorehole was unloaded from 11thostatic to drilling-fluid pressure, 
abou!" 5 2 percent of llthostatic, during drilling.) 
Oownhole pressures were monitored in real time using three precise and 
stable quartz crystal transducers (QCTs) . This triple QCT (TQCT) configura-
tio n wa s installed to monitor pressures below, within , and above the test zone 
(Figure 2-1), so leaKage past t he pacKers could be detected while the test was 
in progress. Signals from the TQCT were transmitted through an electric cable 
strapped to the outside of the tubing and were displayed on plotters and 
printers at t he surface. Signals from an electrical thermistor temperature 
sensor loc ated near each QCT were also relayed up the cable t o the real-time 
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monitoring system. Two different remote pressure sensors, a digital memory 
type and a mechanical scra tch type, were used on COSTs as backups to the real-
time TQCT. 
The test zone was unloaded by venting nitrogen pressure in a series of 
approximately 3.4-MPa (SOO-ps!) steps. At the beginning of the test and after 
each ).4-MPa (SOO- psi) pressure bleedoff, the pressure was ma i ntained at a 
constant val ue and a probe was raised or lowered in the tubing to determine 
the depth to fluid. Because the salt stratum would neither contribute to nor 
accept appreciable fluid from the test zone, measurement of fluid level was a 
direct measure of test zone volume change. After all nitrogen pressure was 
bled from the tubing, the test zone was at the mlnim\U'ft unloading pressure 
(gage pressure 1.4 MPa [200 psi] to 2.8 MPa [400 psi]). This pressure was 
maintained for about one day, during which time the borehole walls slowly 
squeezed inward and the fluid level rose slowly in the tubing. After this 
c reep monitoring period, the test zone was reloaded by pressurizing with 
nitrogen, again in .3.4-MPa (SOO-psi) increments, and the depth to fluid was 
aga i n measured at each sequential step. This test zone pressure sequence is 
illustrated on Figure 2-2. 
Fluid level ca n be monitored easily when the tubing is at atmospheric 
pressure by recording test zone pressure and calculating the fluid height 
required to produc e this pressure. When nitroqen gas pressure is superimposed 
on fluid head , however, measurement of fluid level depends on accurate 
measurement of gas pressure a t the fluid/gas interface to determine the 
precise contri bution of nitrogen pressure to the total downhole pressure. 
Ni trogen pres s ure at the surface can be accurately measured by a bourdon-type 
pressure gage and a sensitive, digital-readout QCT of the same type a8 the 
downhole TQCT . Because nitrogen gas pressure at a depth of approximately 
1, 000 meters is influenced by nitrogen dens i ty and downhole temperature that 
the GOST configuration was not designed to monitor, gas pressure at the 
fluid/gas interface could not be extrapolated from a surface measurement with 
the precision require d to detect small changes, le88 than a meter, in fluid 
level . It was therefore necessary to measure deep nitrogen pressure by 
lowe r ing probes into the tubing on an electric cable wireline . 
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A dual -transducer probe was the design fluid level measurement method. 
One pressure transducer hanging below the fluid level .... ould record pressure of 
both the small fluid column and the nitrogen gas. Another t ransducer hanging 
just above fluid level (approximately 30 m [ 100 feet) above the first trans-
ducer) would measure nitrogen pressure alone, and that direct measurement 
subtracted from pressure below the fluid would yield the height of fluid above 
the lower transducer. However, because the dual-transducer system malfunc-
tioned during testing (both transducers would not operate simultaneously), a 
single transducer was used to sense the fluid surface by alternately lowering 
it into o r raising it out of the fluid. When the transducer sensed fluid 
iJressures, the pressure gradient increased more rapidly than the normal 
increase caused only by nitrogen at increasing depths; the elevation at which 
this change occurred was taken as the depth to the fluid surface. The dunking 
method was cumbersome because it was difficult to repeatedly detect the pre-
cise depth at which the fluid gradient coaanenced when surface nitrogen pres-
sure varied by as much as 7 kPa (1 psi) . tater in the test program, that 
method was replaced by an electrical shorting sensor lowered into the tubing 
on a wireline. This senso r completed an electrical circuit when it touched 
fluid surface , allowing the fluid elevation to be determined with relative 
ease and repea tabi I i ty. 
Before any unloading tc;!sts were made, the DST tool was tested in the 
upper , cased portion " f the hole for compliance, determining how much the 
fluid level moved a9 test zone pressures changed. The 13-5/8 inch casing in 
this section of the borehole was cemented in sandstone and siltstone strata. 
ThE" 9 eel casing ( ll-mm (0. 4 3-inch) thickness)-cem.ent-rock system is relative-
ly rigid in comparison to the 1 ubber pac ker DST tool, so most volt.m\etric 
change during compliance testi q was attributed to deformation of the test 
zone fluid and rubber packers. For example , the rubber packers could be de-
formed into the test zone by higher pressures outside the zone, giving erron-
eously high measurements of test zone volume change. The compliance test s 
provided tool deformation data that were subtrl'cted from t.otal volume change 
measurements ; details of compliance testing are p.lesented in Appendix A. 
The accuracy of measurements recorded during testing varied vith the type 
of data acquired. The most a c curate data vere those from the TQCT downhole 
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pressure sensors , which recorded data on a real-time basis. These transducers 
were calihrated and were accurate to.:. 14 kPa (2 psi). However, when they 
were used to record relative pressure changes over a range less than about 350 
kPa (50 psi), they performed with an apparent relative drift of about.!. 1 kPa 
(0.2 psi). The pressures recorded by the downhole TQCT sensors were within 
about 70 kPa (10 psi) of the absolute values recorded from the less precise 
digital memory recorders. Fluid level measurements were repeatable to within 
.!. 0.6 m (2 feet); the most important aspect of the fluid level measurements is 
not their absolute elevation, but their relative change during a test. 
Volumetric strain values based on the fluid level change measurements have a 
potential error of about ~ 0.1 percent strain; strain values corrected for 
system compliance have an error of about.:. 0.15 percent strain at maximum 
unloading pressure . Downhole temperature probes, with an accuracy specified 
as ~ 1·C (2°F), were used to correct the temperature-dependent TQCT sensors. 
2.2.2 Unloading Stress-Strain ReBul ts 
Unloading tests were attempted in five zones in t he GO-1 borehole 
(Table 2-1 and Figure 2-3) . GDSTs-1, -2, and -4 were succes.ful, although t he 
fluid level sensor was inoperable during the first half of GOST-2 . All test 
resul ts and plots for the three successful tests are pre len ted in Appendix 
A. Figure 2-2, showing GDST-1, is a typical sunnary plot of pressure data 
obtained during an unloading test. Although it is not noticeable on this 
graph, pressure data are recorded to 0 .07 kPa (0.01 psi) and can be displayed 
at much larger 8cales to analyze a subtle pressure rile, such as that during 
the minimum pressure interval from about 33 to 60 hours on this fiqure. 
Pressure and fluid level data from each unloading GOST were translated 
into unl oading pr lo!ssure versus volumetric strain values. During each test, 
the f luid level measurement taken about one hour after the shut-in valve was 
f irst ope ned was taken as zero strain. Fluid level depths were then measured 
approximately one hour after the nitrogen pressure was stabilized at each 
unloading or reloading step. From these measurements, uncorrected volumetric 
strain was calculated as follows: 
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TABLE 2-1 
SUMMARY OF UNLOADING GDSTs 
Test Zone Test Zone Max. VIVo (%) 
GDST Depth Length Temp. (Uncorrected/ 
2!£!. .illL ( ft) ( OF ) Corrected) Conments 
4785 - 160 106 8 .76 / 8.33 Successful test 
4945 
3160- 160 95 0.42 / 0.12 Partially successful; 
3320 fluid depth sensor 
malfunction 
3928- 100 Unsuccessful ~ leakage 
4028 past packers in 4 
attempts 
4 3575- 100 97 1.80 / 1.46 Successful test 
3675 
4245- 70 Unsuccessful, leakage 
4315 past packers 
Metric Conversions: 
1 ft - 0.3048 m 
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vt)lwnetric strain = 6. VIVo ( 2-1) 
whe re Va is the i nitial volume in liters (gallons) of the tes t zo ne, o r the 
average cross-sec ti o nal area taken from caliper logs of the hole diameter 
mult ipl i e d by the length o f the test zone; and 6 V is the cumulative change in 
test zone vo lwne, which is reflected by the change in height of fluid in the 
t ubing fr om its initial value. It can be shown using simple geometric rela-
t ionshi ps that radial strain for small strain values c an be expressed as: 
(2-2 ) 
To estimate corrected vo lumetric strain data, compliance test results were 
u til i zed . Co rrection fa c tors i n units of volumetric strain per unit pressure 
"'ere mul t i plied by the average pressure difference across the packers and 
subtracted from un corrected vo lumetric strain values~* 
Unloading pressure was determined as test zone pressure during the test 
mi nus i n itial press ure ( approximately equal to drilling- fluid pressure). The 
i nitial pressure is t he measurement" taken after the shut-in valve is opened at 
t he beginning of a tes t, at the time when the zero strain fluid level measure-
ment wa s taken . Unloadi ng preSB1lres were calculated for the fluid level 
measurement at each Wlloadi ng s tep and at the beginning and end of the minimum 
test zone p r essu re interval . 
Graphs o f unloading stres s ve r s us unc orrected volumetric strain and versus 
corrected volumetric s tra in for t he three successful unloading tests are 
presented o n Figures 2-4 and 2-5, respec tively. The uncorrected curves are 
t aken directly f r om fluid level measurements. Arrows indicate unload path 
(decrea8ing test zo ne pr essure ) and rel oad path (increaSing test zone pres-
sure ) . 'nle volumetric st r ai n does no t approach zero during the reload cycle 
( par ticularly GDST- 1 and -4 ) because o f i rreversible strain (permanent defor-
mat ion ) of the salt i n to t he bor eh o le. 
·Procedures and data f rom compli a nce testing at the packer test tool in an 
u pper, cased portion at t he borehole a r e included in Appendi" A. 
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The ma xi mum magni tude of the compl iance correction for each test is no ted 
by compa r i ng maximum corrected and uncorrected 6V!Vo values in Table 2-~ . 
This correct ion value, although small, has significant bearing on the i nter -
preta t i o n of data from GOST-2, where the compliance correction i s nearly eq ual 
t o uncorrected volumetric strain values, bringing correc ted stress- vo l umetric 
st r a i n t o t he y-axiS (zero strain) o n Figure 2-5 and even, implausibly, to 
negati ve values. Equipnent malfUnctions during this test could have yielded 
a nomal o u s me asurements : however, the res ults could also be attr ibuted t o the 
f a c t tha t the instruments were monitoring c hanges that were within the 
to l e r dnce o f the measurement accuracy. 
2 . 2 .) Sho rt-Term Creep Resul ts 
Sho r t -te rm c reep was evaluated during the minimum unloading pressure 
inter val ""hen nitrogen pressure was zero. Volunetric strain values we r e 
o btai ned f rom d.i r e c t measurements of fluid level and from precise measurements 
of test zone pressure. Because repeatability of direct fluid level readi ngs 
wa s o nl y ..:. 0 . 6 m (2 feet), these data were adequate only when relati ve ly large 
fl uid l e 'le l c hanges (more than 6 m (20 feet]) occurred. Such large c hange s 
· ..... ere evident onl y i n GOST-1 (the ,jeepest test), where total flui d l e ve l c ha nge 
du r i ng c r eep wa s approximately 11 m (55 feet) 1 in the other successful t e sts 
(GOSTs - 2 a nd -4 ) , tot a l fluid level changed only from 0.3 to 1.2 m (1 to 4 
feet ) • 
Tes t zone pr es s ure me a surements from the TQCT pressure senso r wi thin the 
t est z one were the mos t a ccurate c reep movement sensors because o f t he 
inherent stabi 11 ty of the QCTs . Because all ni trogen pre s s ure had been bled 
fr om the tubi ng prior t o commencing creep measurements, the transducer within 
t he t es t zone measur ed onl y the head from the small flui d col umn ex t ending UF 
from the test zone. I n cont rast t o the .!. 0. 6-m (2-foot) repeatability of the 
d irec t fluid l eve l sensing devi ce l owe r ed do wn the tubi ng o n a wireli ne , the 
TQCT pres sure se nso r , with d r ift o f.!. 1 kPa (0. 2 psi) , was a ble to record 
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Figure 2-6 shows direct fluid level measurements and Figure 2-7 presents 
test zone pressure values, both plotted versus linear time, for GDST-l; a 
similar shape appears for both curves. Converting maximum pressure change 
into fluirl level change gives 15 . 9 m (52 feet), a value close to the directly 
measured value. The three successful short-term creep tests displayed 
generally similar pressure versus time behavior. 
Slopes of pressure versus time plots fer the three tests were converted to 
volumetric and radial logarithmic strain rates . Expression of creep rate with 
radial strain units (one-half of vol\Detric strain) facilitates comparisons 
with other data. Radial strain rates for the thre~ GDST creep intervals are 
listed in Table 2-2. 
Short-term creep data are considered to be rrore accurate than data from 
the unloading and reloading portions of the GOSTs for two reasons . First, 
small fluid level changes during the creep period, typical of the two shal -
lower tests, were accurately monitored by precise downhol e TQCT sensors after 
all nitrogen pressure had been vented from the tubing . Second , c~pl iance 
corrections of the downhole test tool are not a factor during the creep 
period; the compli ance correction is constant because the average pressure 
across the packers remained nearly constant throughout this period. 
Creep rates shown in Table 2-2 are conservative (highest) values because 
any l eakage past the packers would flow into the test zone , and volumetric 
strain calculations would include any such leakage. There was no evidence of 
leakage past the packers in the successful tests. 
2.2 .4 Discussion 
Unloading stress- strain results are displayed versus depth on Figure 2-8. 
This flqure shows total volmnetric strain at the ~ginning and end of the 
minimum pressure (short-term c reep) interval. Figure 2-9 displays short-term 
creep rate (radial strain per second) plotted against depth. Comparison of 
strain behavior versus depth plots indicates that creep rates did not show the 
same general increase with depth as did total unloading volumetric strain. 
While three data points do not permit definitive conclusions about cree p rate 
and strain as functions ot increasing depth, there is s~  indication that 
c reep behavior diffe rs from unloading stress-strain beha vior. 
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Young's modulus can be computed for the reloading portion of GDST- 4 using 
the relationship (Hall and others, 1974): 
lla 
E ~ (1 + V ) 2!£"""" - (1 + V) 2lla 
r I1 t v (2-3 ) 
where v is Poisson ' s ratio, taken from geophYSical log measurements to be 
G.); 110 is the c hange in unloading stress over which the modulus is deter-
mined; Er is radial strain of the cylindrical chamber , and tv is volumetric 
strain of the cyclindrical chamber. A secant modulus value of 6.6 GPa (0.96 x 
10 6 psi) was computed between the maxim'- d i i 
....... an m n mtn stresses on the reload 
portion of GDST-4 (shown on Figure 2-5). This value is in general agreement 
with other findings for salt ' s modulus (Isherwood, 1981; Dames and Moore , 
1978 ) , although there is ~ wide scatter in reported results . GeophYSical 
thi s value is believed to be much higher 
than those from unloading tests because of the extremely small stress and 
strain levels of the geophYSical testing (Hall and others , 1974). Laboratory 
triaxial strength results from borehole GD-1 (Section 3.2) gave a Young's 
modulus of 29 GPa (4.2 x 106 psi) for an unload/reload cycle. 
The short-term creep data can be compared with direct measurements of 
borehole squeeze in a dry borehole drilled from within 
the ABse salt mine in 
the Federal Republic of Germany (Kuhn and Verkerk, 1980; Wallner, 1981). 
These data were for a much longer duration (190 days) than the GOST short- term 
results and showed a 
Values 
for c reep rates were 
measurements (4 days 
gradually decreaSing rate witn increaSing time. 
calculated from the ABse data near the beginning 
elapsed time) and at the end of the measurements 
of the 
(190 
days) (Table 2- 2 ). The Asse creep rates are close to values for the two 
shallowest tests in GO-1. These Asse data are also plotted on Figure 2-9. 
Short-term creep rates can also be estimated from the rate of ~essuce 
increase of the closed hydraulic system below the bottom packer during unload-
lng GDSTs <e.g., the uppe r curve of Figure 2-2 between 30 and 83 hours). An 
average radial strain 
rate was calculated using the compressibil i ty of the 
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1. PARADOX FORMATION: SALT CYCLE 19 
2. DEPTH 2 47B5 TO 4945 FT BELOW RIG DATUM 
3. ZERO ELAPSED TIME IN CREEP 
INT ERVAL = 32.33 ELAPSED HOURS IN ENTIRE TEST 
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TABLE 2 - 2 
CREEP RATE COMPARISONS 
Borehole Time When 
Test Zone Creep Radial Strain Creep Rate 
Test Number/ Depth Interval creep Rate Interpreted 
Data Source (ft) ~ (sec- 1 ) (days) 
GDST- l 4865 o - 1.1 42 x 10-9 1.1 
GDST-2 3240 0 - 0 . 7 4.4 x 10 - 9 0 . 7 
GDST- 4 3625 o - 0 . 0 1.6 x 10- 9 0 . 6 
Assea 3420 4 - 190 . 0 4 . 4 x 10-
9 4 
1.4 x 10- 9 57 
0.9 x 10 - 9 190 
asources: Kuhn and Verkerk, 1980~ Wall ner, 1981 
Metric Conversion: 
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slope of the pressure-time curve (Appendix A). Apparent radial strain creep 
rates calculated from these data ranged from 2 . 1 x 10-9 to 4. 1 x 10-9 sec-'. 
Total unloading stress (below lithostatic) for the closed system beneath the 
bottom packe r is less than that of the unloading GDSTs, but the calculated 
radial strains are similar. These creep rates are approximate because fluid 
flow into or out of i nterbed formations of the borehole below the bottom 
packer may affect the pressure-time response . 
Creep rates measured in GO-1 appear reasonable, even though they have not 
necessarily reached a steady-state value . If anything, the longer-term values 
for GD-1 would be lower than the n . 7- day values listed on Table 2-2. More-
over, these GD-1 rates are conservatively high because they include possible 
undetected leakage into the test zone f rom the borehole walls or past the 
packers. The creep comparisons, finally, indicate that creep behavior of salt 
may be site-specific and thus vary from location to location. 
2.3 LOADING/HYDRAULIC FRACTURE GEOTECHNICAL DRILL-STEM TESTS 
The hydraulic fracture technique was used for in situ stress measurements 
because it enables measurements in deep boreholes. The technique, first 
described by Hubbert and Willis (1957) and further refined by Haimson and 
Fairhurst (1967), i nvolves raising the fluid pressure in a sealed segment of a 
borehole until a tensile fracture is induced. Continued pumping opens the 
fracture and extends it away from the borehole . When pumping ceases, the 
pressure in the borehole canes to an equilibrium level a s the horizontal 
stress closes the fracture . Subsequent analyses of pressure-time li stories 
from the tests yield the magnitudes of in situ principal stresses. 
The following assumptions are impl icit in the technique: (1) one of the 
principal stress axes is vertical; (2) the fracture propagates parallel to the 
maximum horizontal stress and perpendicular to the minimum horizontal stresSl 
(3) the rock strata are homogeneous and isotropic; and (4) the rock strata 
deform elastically. 
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Haimson and Fairhurst (1967) demonstrated that a frac ture would form when 
the breakdown pressure, PSI is: 
(2-4) 
where Sh is the minimum horiz~ntal stress perpendicular to the fr actur e, SH is 
the maximum horizontal stress parallel to the fracture, Pp is the pore pres-
sure, and T is the tensile strength. 
Bredehoeft and others (1976) showed that the fracture opening pressure, 
PFf can also be used to calculate SH in cases where the tensile strength is 
not known. 'l1'Ie fracture will propagate when the fracture opening- pressure, 
PF , is : 
(2-5) 
Zoback and others (1980) successfully utilized this technique in several tests 
conducted in California. 
The az i muth of the maximum horlzor.tal stress corresponds to the direction 
of fracture propagation and can be determined from the orientation of the 
hydraulic fracture at the borehole vall. Impression packers and/or seismic 
te leviewers are colIIDonly used for this determination. 
2.3.1 Methodoloqy 
The test arrangement for loading/hydraulic fracture GOSTs was similar to 
that used for unloading tests, with the following exceptions: (1) the tubing 
vas completely filled with fluid during the test, rather than containing only 
the short fluid column of the unl oading GOSTal (2) test zones were generally 
shorter than tor the unloading teats (4.1 m [13.5 teet] veraua 21 to 49 m [70 
to 160 feet]), (3) the rubber packers ware typically inflated with a downhole 
pump (rather than being inflated by a surface presaure acurce) , and (4) and 
the tool did not contain downhole real- time TQCT presBure sensors. The test 
8cheaatic diagram (Figure 2-10) depicts aspects of the loading teats t hat are 
slightly difterent trom thoae ot the unloading tests. 
26 
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Care was taken to choose test zones that were totally withi n a single 
cycle of salt and unfracturerl . To choose an unfractured interval within the 
salt cycle , the core was carefully examined f o r pre-existi ng fractures. None 
' .. o!'e observed within any salt strata . Five of th e test zones were 4.1 m (13 . 5 
feet) long; one of the test zones was )0 m ( 100 feet) long. In all tests, 
borehole drilling fluid (bri ne with a specific gravity of 1.4) comple tel y 
filled the ~orehole t including the test zone . Table 2- ) lists the test inter-
vals , dept~s, and data gathered ; Figure 2-3 shows the locations of the test 
zones . 
The test seq uence began wi 'th lowering a straddle packer test tool ( ndr ill-
stem test t ool " in oilfield terminology) to the desired elevation and inf lat-
ing the packers . A downhole pump powered by rotating the t ubi ng string was 
used to inflate the packers approximately 8.3 MPa (1,200 psi) above hydro-
static f o r the 4 . 1-m (l3 . 5-foot) zones; surface nitrogen pressure inf la ted 
t hem f o r the 30 - m (100 - foot) zone . The shut- in valve was then opened and 
pr essure i ns i de the test zone was increased at a slow, constant volumetric 
I n jec t ion rate o f be tween 2 and 20 liters (0 . 5 and 5 ga llo ns) per minute until 
a f ractur e was i nduc ed or until a maximum pressure plateau was achieved . 
Surface well head p ressure and the quantity of fluid injected at the wellhead 
were measur ed . Immed i a tely after the test zone was fractured, the sys t e m was 
shut in with a sur f a c e v~ lve and pressure was monitored for a period of 
time . Fl uid wa s the n le t out o r added to the system in a series of bleed, 
shut- ln , pump- i n, s hut-i n c ycles. The system was pressurized again at a 
h igher flow ra t e unti l a maximw, pres s ure plateau was encountered . The sys tem 
was shut I n again and a f i r 3 l b leerl , shut-in , pump-in, shut-in c ycle was 
c ootiuctf"o . The test wa s term i nated hy r e ducing surface pressure to atmos-
pheric p r essure. 
Th e e~ts ut I lize d a hi q r -pressure/ low- fl o w hydraulic "triplex" piston 
pump capable of "liv e rinq between 2 and 40 liters (0.5 and 10 gallons) per 
mInute a pressures to 70 MPa (10 ,000 psi). The low injection volume of this 
pump arrangement wa s u tilized to obtain an acc urate record of peak breakdown 
p ressure . FlUId volume wa s me asured by observing the fluid level in a 
167- lite r (44-ga1 10 n ) f l u id supply tank equipped with a graduated sight glass. 
Surface injection pre8sure was 
and a sensitive dig i tal QcT . 
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monitored by a bourdon-type pressure gage 
Do \offl ho l e pressure was measured 
pressure transd ucer on a wireline t o a depth by lower i ng a 
zone . Pressure wa s not monito r ed below of 30 m (100 feet) above the test 
the bottom packer except in the 30 m (lOO-foot) long test zone . 
Bac kup pressure measuremen t s 
test zo ne 
recorder. 
with a oigita l memo r y were made within the 
recorder and a mechanical scratch-type 
An impr e SSion packer was usert in 
reco rd t l oad ing/ hydraulic fracture GDSTs t 
t le extent and orienta t ion of 0 
any fractures formed at peak ' , pres s ure . This deVi ce ' InJ ~!c tjon 
IS a conventional inflatable k 
rubber compound that is f o rced into a pac er ""t' apped by a soft 
fracture as the packer is pressurized . 
An imores s i o n of the frac ture is left 
d o n the soft rubber and ca n be a n relate d to true no rth examined 
ho le. o · after the pt\cker is deflated and hoisted from the 
rlentation o f the inflated packer 
Ph t is recorded by a dO\offlhole C'-era o o graphing a compass. ~ .. 
Do wnho le wlceline sensors indicated 
that downhole pressure ~ 0 . 5 percent o f the sum of the surface in j ection pressure was within 
pressure o f the fluid filling and hydrostatic 
the tubing . The accuracy of 
Sure mea the surface pres-
surements was .lpproximately of 14 kPa (2 ' ) 
we r e accurate t o + C R l ' t - pSI. Volume measurements 
t . - • 1 ers (0.2 gallons) , or within ~ 0 . 5 percent of a 
ypl c al injection te s t volume of 14 0 liters 
(37 gallons) . 
Because the tUbing was completely 
f filled wi th fluid for I d r a c ture GDSTs , compliance o f the t oa ing/ hydraulic 
. est tool included two components : 
( I ) COMpl i a nce o f t he t o ol wi thi n the t e st 
(2) zo ne belo w the shut- in 
c o mp l l a nce o f tUbin g , wellhead piping, 
abo ve the sh u -in va lve . 
valve; and 
and hy~raulic pressure connections 
Th e t ubi"g a bove th 
vo lume o f the to ta l tes t e valve cons tituted the major 
a y s tem, rangin~ fro m 68 percent to more than 97 
percent () f t :,e to tal vo lW'\e fo r the ) O- m 
(IOO-fo otl and 4 .1 -m (13 . 5-foot) zone~ , res ... ·:!ct ive ly . Complianc e resul t s test 
estImate c l ' from unloading t e sts were used to 
ame l ance o f the tOo l bel ow the shut-in valve 
val ve was measured bef • Compl j anc e above the 
o re testing jn the s ingle )O-m (lOO-foot) z o ne . 
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2 . 3 . 2 Hydraulic Fracture Results 
Six hydrauli c fracture tests were attempted. Five of the tests (GDST-6, 
- 6A , -7, - 8 , an d - 9) were conducted in 4.1-m (13.5-foot) intervals; GDST-6 was 
not successf ul. GDST-4A was conducted in a 30-m (lOa-foot) interval and was 
successful . The pressure ve rsus time histories of GDSTs-4A, -6A, -7, - 8, and 
- 9 are shown on Figures A-16 through A-20 in Appendix A; pressure versus 
injection volume data are presented on Figures A-11 through A-15 in 
Appendix A. A typical example of a pressure-time curve with a distinct break-
down pees sure i s shown on Figure 2-11. The deepest tests did not show a 
breakdown pressure, as illustrated by Figure 2-12. 
p~ idealized pressure-time history is shown on Figure 2-13 indicat i ng 
breakdown and fracture-openi ng pressures . The instantaneous shut-in pressure , 
ISIP , is defi ned as the minimum horizontal stres~, Sh· Breakdown pressure, 
PS, i s the maximum pressure during the first pump-in. The ISIP and the frac-
ture- opening pressure, PF' are determined where the pressure versus time curve 
begins to depart from lineari ty aft er shut- in of the first pressurization 
c yc le and pump- in during the second pressurization cycle . PB, PF' I SIP , and 
Sh are shown on Figure 2-13 . 
The fracture - opening pressure and the ISIP used to calculate the maximum 
and minimum horizontal stresses were generally taken from the second or third 
pr essurization cycles. To determine the fracture-opening pressure , a straight 
li ne was drawn through the data points of a p r e ssurization cycle. The point 
at which t he da t a deviated from the line was defined as the fracture-opening 
pressure . A s imilar technique was used to determi ne the ISIP. The pre ssure-
time history o f GDST-8 i s enlarged on Figure 2- 14 to i llustrate the determi na-
tion of f ractur e - opening press ure a nd ISIP. 
At 956 m ( 3 ,1 37 feet) , t est GOST-9, a breakdown pressure was observed a t 
30 .4 MPa (4,410 psi), i ndicating that a fracture had been initiated. An 
impression packer inflate d in the test zone confirmed this observation . The 
magnitudes of t he I StP, measured during the first, second and third pre s s uri-
zation cycles, we re appr oximate ly the same. The magnitudes of the fra c ture -
opp.ni ng pressur es o f t he second and third pressurizat i on c ycle s are r epr o-
duc i ble , providi ng con f idence in the values chosen. 
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At 1,106 m (3,630 fee t ), test GDST-4A, an attempt was made to fracture a 
30-m (100-foot) inte r va l . Although the breakdown pre ssure of the first pres-
surization cycle was not followed by decreasing pressur~ as pumping continued, 
it was greater than subsequent pressure maximums of the second and third 
pressurization cycles. The low volumetric strain rate (only about 14 percent 
o f the rate for shor ter zone tests) might create a condition favorable for 
slow crack propagation. The s h ape of the pressure-time curve, particularly 
the first and second pressurization cycles, favors this interpretation. The 
breakdown pressure and ISIP were 35.2 a nd 34.2 MPa (5,100 and 4,960 psi), 
respectively. 
At 1,273 m (4,177 fee t ), test GDST-8, breakdown was observed at 39.6 MPa 
(5,740 psi). The ISIP is 36.1 MPa (5,230 ps i ). As in GDST-9, the fracture-
open i ng pressu res of the second and thi rd pressuri zation cycles are of nearly 
equal magn i tude and a re r e produc i ble. 
At 1,395 m (4,577 f eet), t est GDST-7, a breakdown pressure was not 
observed. The magnitude o f the maxi mum pressure of the first pressur ization 
cycle was nearly equa l t o the ISIP. Th e pressure maximum of the second and 
thi rd pressurizat i on cycle s was slightly greater than the IS I P. The typical 
e xp lanat i on of t h is t ype of pre ssure-t ime histo r y i s that a pre-exi sti ng 
frac t ure was encount e red ; however, a c areful exami nation o f t he c ore showed no 
f r a c t ur es . An a lterna t i v e e xplanation is that the hole was plas tical ly 
deformi n g . 
A bre akd own pressure was also not observed at 1, 477 m (4 ,847 feet ), duri ng 
t est GDST-6A. Little difference was observed in the pressure ma x i mums a nd 
ISIP of the first, second , and third pressurization cycles . As in the pre-
vious test , it is assumed that this type of pressure-time history is caused by 
plastic deformation. Pressure response during various shut-in periods in both 
GDSTs -6A and -7 indicated that test zone fluid was not leaking past the 
packers : for example , shut-in periods beginning at 67, 138, and 141 minutes 
(Figure 2-1 2) all show pressure increases after shut-in , indicating tight 
packer seals . 
Table 2- 3 is a summary of in situ stresses and test pressures interpreted 
from the pressure-time curves. The magnitudes of PB and ISIP are plotted 
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Pa '" Breakdown Pressure 
PF '" Frac1ure Opening Pressure 
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LEGEN D 
PB = Breakdown Pressure 
PF = Fracture Opening Pressure 
ISIP = Instantaneous Shut-in Pressure 
Sh : Minimum Horizontal Stress 
ISIP a Inst.ntaneous Shut-in Pressure 
s., '" Minimum Horizontal Stress 
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s t resses , SH an d Sh' are pl o tted versus depth on Figure 2-15b. A lithostatic 
s t r ess gra dient o f 26 kPa/ m (1 .1 5 psi / ttl is represented by a solid line on 
~ i gures 2-1 Sa and 2-15b and c orresponds to the minimum horizontal stress. The 
po r e pr essur e is ass ume n t o be drilling-fluid pre ssure; its gradient 1s 13.6 
" Pa/ m (0 . 6 psi / ft) . 
Magnitudes o f the ma)(irnum and minimum horizontal stresses, 5 H and Sh, 
in c r ease .... i th depth . Assuming a pore pressure gradient of 13.6 'KPa/ m (O.G 
ps i / f t), the values o f t he maximum horizontal stress, 5 H, range from 40.8 MPa 
(5 , 92 0 ps i ) at 956 m (J,l 3 ? feet) to 56 . 3 MPa (8,170 psi) at 1,417 m (4,847 
feet ) . Impr e s s i on packe r r esults indi cate that the maximum horizontal stress 
is o riented ENE - WSW at a d epth o f 956 m (3,137 feet). 
2 . 3 . ) Discussi o n 
I n S i tu State o f Stress . The maximum horizontal stress in borehole GD-1 
is ge ne r a ll y a bout 1.5 times the minlmu."TI h orizontal stresS, a high value 
c o n side r i ng the plasti c nature o f salt. several potential sources of error 
exist in the de t e rminatiol" o f the maximum ho rizontal stress: (1) uncertainty 
i n t he de t e rmi nat ion of pore pressure ; (2) uncertai nty of the magnitude of the 
t e nsile s tr e ngth o f s alt ; and ( 3 ) the possibility that the assumptio n o f 
elas t i C r e s ponse may not be s tr ictly valid f o r the salt strata encountere d in 
GO- I. 
In bor eho l e GO-l, the assump ti o ns use d for the pore pressure dete rm i na-
ti o ns may be a sourc e of erro r. I f po re p res sure in s alt is a ssumed t o be 
equal t o the U thos tati c stress ( ve rt ical s tress) , t he values fo r the maximum 
ho rizo ntal s tress a r e nearly equal t o t he ve r ti c al and minimum hor izo nta l 
st r es s e s and thu s i ndi cate hydrostatiC s tress co nditions . An additIOnal 
de t e r minati o n o f SH ",as calc u l ated assumi ng t hat t he por e pre ssu re g rad i ent is 
equal t o the lithostatic pr essure gradien t . Resu lts of these c a l culation s a r e 
present~d in Tab l e 2- 4 . In this c ase, SH ranges f rom 28 . 8 MPa (4,1 80 ps i) at 
956 m (3 ,1 37 t eet ) to 39 . 9 MPa ( 5 ,780 psi) at 1, 273 m ( 4 ,1 77 feet ). The shear 
and tensi \ e s trength va lues also change sl ightly . 
To a ssess the po t e nt ia l i nflue nc e o f the non-ela s ti c pro perties o f salt, 
t he h ydrauli c fra c ture t es t res ults o f Go- l were c ompare d wi t h the r esu l ts of 
tests in other rock types. The pressure-time histories of the shallower tests 
(depths less than 1,219 m [4,000 feet ] ) showe~ a breaknown pressure charac-
teristic of hydraulic fractures induced in brittl elastic rocks. 
Other in situ stress measurements have been made in hard rock (non-salt) 
within the Colorado Plateau in the Piceance Basin, Colorado (Bredehoeft and 
o thers , 1976) and Rangely, Colorado (Raleigh ann others, 1972). The results 
of hy raulic fracture tests in the ~iceance Basin indicate near hydrostatic 
stress conditions at a depth of 488 m (1,600 feet) with the maximum horizontal 
stress oriented approximately 70 to 80 degrees northwest. At Rangely, 
Colorado, stress measurements mane at depths of approximately 1,798 m (5 ,900 
feet) indicate that the magnitude of the maximum horizontal stress is approxi-
mately twice the vertical stress ann 1.5 times the minimum horizontal stress, 
with the maximum horizontal stress axis oriented 70 degrees northeast. The 
unusually high stress difference is thought to be influenced by the oilfiel~ 
a c tivities and is not caused by the regional stress field (Raleigh and others, 
1972). The nirection of the maximum horizontal stress axis measured at GD-1 
is consistent with the results at Rangely, Colorado; however, more direction 
ata need to be gathered in the Gibson Dome Ar e a. 
Pure salt normally displays plastic behavior when subjected to small 
stress ~ifferences . Resul ts of the hydraulic fracture tests in GD-1 tenta-
t i vely suggest that salt behaves in a relatively brittle manner at depths less 
t han 1,219 m (4,000 feet) and in a more plastic manner at depths greater than 
1,219 m (4,000 feet). Volumetr ic strain measurements from the unloading GDSTs 
( Figure 2-5) support this obGervati on . 
Hydraulic fracture data were compared with stress orientations inferred 
f r om earthquake focal mechanism data in the Paradox Basin (Wong a nd Sio1on, 
1981). Mi croearthquake activity has been observe d i n the proximity of t he 
confluen c e o f the Green and Colorado Rivers, southeastern Uta h. The 
earthquake a c tivity is located i n the Precambrian basement (at dep t h s greater 
than 2 , 0 12 m [6,600 feet ] ) below the salt in the Paradox Bas i n. The f ocal 
mech a nisms i ndicate strike-slip faulting with predominantly east-west c ompr es-
sion ; the i ntermediate stress axis is near vertical. The earthq uake activity 
suggests a s tress state other than lithostatic . The no n-l i t ho s tatic stress 
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TABLE 2 -4 
RECALCULATED STRESS VALUES ASSUM I NG PORE P RESSU RE 
EQU AL TO LIT HOSTAT, r jRADIENT 
P f Po 
J£ill. Test J£ill. 
GDST- 9 3 , 6 10 3 , 8 20 
GDST-4 A 4,1 70 4 , 960 
GDST - 8 4, 800 5 ,11 0 
GDST- 7 , , 260 5 , 24 0 





Fracture- Opening Pressure 
Maximum Hor izontal Stress 
Sh - Ml nimurn Horizontal St ress 
Sv "" Verti c al Stress 
~etrlC conversion: 




5 ,730 4, 960 
5,780 5,230 
5 ,31 0 5, 27 0 
5,490 5 ,4 50 
Sv 
J£ill. 






state and orientat i o n o f the stress axes a r e consistent with the hydr"au] i e 
fra c tur e medsu r ements . 
tmpressi o n packe r result s were disappointing: o nly one successful impres-
s: ~~ was ach i eved o ut of f o ur attempts . The rubber was commonly scraped off 
anrl/or damage(l tra ve linq into and out of the hole. A bo re hole televiewer may 
improve resu 1 ts . 
volumetr i e Stra in Da t a from Loading Tests . In addi tion to cal culating in 
situ st resses fr om l oa di ng/ hydrauUc fracture tests , stress-strain behavior 
may be calculaten from vo lume-pressure data (Figur es A-l1 through A- 15 of 
Appenrlix A) . However , l oa d ing GDST-4A was the only test for which volumetric 
strain corr ec ten fo r test sys tem compliance could be c alculated, because it 
was the o nly loading t es t in which the test zone was a substantial portion (32 
percent ) of the t o t.l l pressurized vo lume. The other loading tests had rela-
tively short zones ( 4.1 m [ 13. 5 f e et ] ) comprising only about 2 percent of the 
total press urized volume . Comp l i anc e testing in short zones was not suffi -
cie ntly prec ise to separate t o tal system complianc e from volumetric str~in of 
the test zone ; for exampl e , an e rro r of o nly 1 percent in the complianc e 
cor rec ti o n o f a short zone could result in a 50 perc ent error i n volumetric 
st rain . 
To co rrec t for test s ys t e m compl iance of GOST-4A, two c ompliance volumes 
we re subtracted from t he t o tal volume injected at the wellhead: (1) defo r ma-
tion of the test system abov e the shut-i n valve c auseti by injec tio n pressures; 
and (2) deformat i on of t he t est t o ol below the shut-in valve cause d by dif-
ferential pressures betwee n the t es t zone and the bo rehole dri l ling-fluid 
pressure o utside the packer s . A complianc e calibratio n te s t f o r t he tub i ng 
a bove the shut-in valve was conrlucted immediately pr io r to GOST-4A; deforma-
tion below the shut-in valve was t he s ame as t hat used f o r unl oad i ng test s . 
LoanIng COST-4a was co nducted immediately followi ng unloading GDST- 4. 
Vo lumetr i C s traIn cQr rec ted for system compliance versus stress from the t wo 
rllffe~ent types of tests I S plotted o n Figure 2-1 6 . Un loadi ng data, shown 
p r evious ly o n Ftqure 2-5, are replotted on the lower portion of Figure 2-1 6; 
thE" strdin values dre shifterl to the right so that the final p:>int o f the 
r e l oa<"iinq p rl1't.on 1S at the graph o rigill . Curve A is t he initial un10a-1ing 
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path below drilling fluid pressure, while curve B represents reloading of the 
zone from the minimum pressure back to dri l li ng fluid pressure. 
After the unloading test , t he tubing was filled with brine drilling fluid 
for the l o ad i ng test . The test tool was lowered 1 . 5 m ( 5 feet) to achieve 
new, t ight packer seats. The loading test was then done by increasing test 
zone pressure above drilling fluid pr pssure . CUrve C shows correcte~ volu-
metr i c strain versus pressure for t he l oading test . 
Reloading data from unloarHng GOST-4 (curve B Oft Figure 2- 16 ) marke dly 
resemble the loading GDST- 4A results (curve C) at stresses within 14 MPa 
(2 , 000 psi ) o f dril l ing- fluid pressure. The loadi ng/ hydrau l ic f r acture test 
(GOST- 4A ) was the first pressurization c yc l e above fluid pressure , just as the 
re load segment ending unloading test GOST-4 was the first pressurization c ycle 
above minimum test zone pr essure . Both sets o f da ta a r e f o r increa sing stress 
paths and both represent the first reloading of a test zone , even though they 
are at different magnitudes of te s t zone pressure (GOST- 4 t est zone pressure 
increases from 1 . 1 to 14.5 ~Pa ( 160 to 2 , 10 1 psi); GDST-4A t es t zone pressure 
increases from 14.3 to about 34 . 5 MPa [2 , 0 70 to a bout 5,000 psi ]) . During 
drilli ng, the salt was un l o aded from a 11tho static stress o f approximatel y 26 
kP a ( 1.15 psi) per foot of depth to the stress imposed by d r illing fluid 
pressure of 13 . 6 kPa (0 . 6 psi) per foot 'If depth . This clos e c orrespo ndence 
of two sou r c es of reloading s train values suggests that t he data are reason-
able, eve n though different volumetric s train measurement systems with unlike 
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LABORATORY STRENGTH AND CREEP TESTING 
3.1 OVERVI EW 
Co re samples o f halite from salt c ycle 6 recovered during drilling of 
Bor ehole GD-l were tested in the laboratory for strength and c reep prope rties. 
The test pr o g r am, summarized o n Table 3-1, is a systematic prel i minary eval ua-
t ion of a number of test variables potentially affecting the s trengt h and 
c r e ep behavior of salt i n the Gibso n Dome Area. The triaxial s t r e ngth test 
program addres s ed the following factors: (1) stress state during test: 
e xtens io n versus compre ssion; {2l mean stress dire ction : l oading versus 
unload i ng; (3) specimen temperature1 (4) strain rate; and (5) apparent percen-
t age and streng t h of anhydrite laminae in sample. The creep test program 
provided data to evaluate the effect of stress difference and specimen 
tempe rature o n c reep parameters with a single stress state/mean stress d irec-
tion--tr i axial extension unload i ng_ 
Equi pment used for the test prog ram included identical pressure vessels 
f o r both p hases, but loading systems and frames for creep testing differed 
slightly f r om equipment used for strength testing_ sample preparation, stress 
and st r ai n measu remen t methods , a nd data acquisition systems were similar for 
t he two test pr ograms . Result s o f the testing are presented in the form of 
stress versus strain gra phs f o r s trength testing and strain versus time graphs 
f o r t he c ree p tes t s . Inte rpre tations o f s trength results include graphic 
s t r ess- strain compar i sons of resul ts from t est variables, referenced to a 
s ta ndar d base CAse , and pl o t s of failur e s tresses o n Mohr or octahedral stre ss 
dia g rams . Creep results were anal yzed using exponential-time creep laws. 
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3 . 2 STRENGTH 'rESTING 
) . 2 .1 tJl e t ho no l ogy 
3. 2 .1 . 1 Sampl e Se l ~ct io n 
Mo s t ha l i t e t es t s amples f o r the strength testing were selecterl from a 60-
f oo t inte r val ..... i t h in s a lt cycle 6 between 998 and 1,017 m (3,275 and 3,335 
feet) be l o w the d rill ri g datum . salt cycle 6 is a favorable stratum for a 
repos i tor y i n t h e Gibso n Dome Area, and the particl, lar interval was chosen for 
testing be cause i t appeare d to be relatively uniform througho ut and containeci 
o nl y mi nor amo unt s o f po tassium or other high solubility mineral salts . Three 
samples were t e s t erl f o r e ach assessment (Table )-1); in most cases g roups of 
t h r ee s amp l e s ..... e r e sel e cted from a single 0.6- to 0.9-m (2- to 3-foot) inter-
val in a n at t empt t o red uc e e ffects on test results caused by sample 
var i a t ion. 
At t he Pa radox Ba s in Proj e c t Core storage Facility in Denver, 0.9-m 
(3-foot ) core l e ng ths were c ut ..... ith a diamond saw to rough sample lengths of 
appro ximate l y 19 em ( 7 . 5 inc h es ). The core samples were packeo inside rigid 
p l astiC p ipe a nd shipped to WCC's oa k land laboratory fac ilities. 
3 . 2. 1. 2 Sample Prepara t i o n 
Th e Oa k land laborato r y sta ff pr epare d the rou g h samples f o r us e a s labo ra-
t o r y te s t specime ns . F i r s t, the 10. 2 c m (4-inch) diameter core was und e r c ored 
to a nominal 7 . 6 - c m ( 3- inc h) diameter using a dri l l p r e s s t o t ur n a carbi de-
toot he d core barrel . Af ter s o me adj u s tme nt s t o t he d r i ll pr ess/ core barrel 
dssemb l y , t h is undercoring pr oce d ur e p r o duc e d a sampl e wi t h ci r c um f erential 
s moo thne s s o f 0 . 5 mm ( 0 . 0 20 i nches) wi tho ut f urth e r mach ining . Afte r 
uncierco r i. ng . the s am p l es we r e ta't e n t o a mac hi ne s hop wh e re t he y were mi lled 
..... h ile held i n a s pec ial c lamping jig so that the fina l sample was a right 
c irc u l ar c ylinder wi t h in ~ 0 . 05 mm (0 .002 inc he s ) o f sample l e ngth measured at 
four po ints . The s ampl e l en g t h sample wa s 2 t o 2 .5 times the s ample diameter . 
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The fina l s tep in sampl~ preparation "'as affixing electrical resi s t ance, 
f oil-type strain gaqe s manufactured by Micro-Measurement s , Inc. t o the 
s ampl e . The gages "'ere of the post-yield type with a gage length of em ( 2 
i nc h es ) a nn acco rding to the manufacturer, were capable of mea s uring s trains 
as h i gh a s 20 perc ent. Two axial g~g~s were affixed with glue reCQmmenned b y 
the ma nu fac turer o n opPOSite si~es at the center of the sample l e ng th; t wo 
c irc umfe r e ntial gages "'ere glued in a similar manner opposite each other o n 
the diamete r perpend i cular to that of the axial gages . Lead wires were 
'io l der ed t o the gage tabs and loosely looped and taped to the s ample t o avo i d 
tension dur ing testing. 
3 . 2. 1.3 Lo ad ing Sys tem and Data Collec tion Instrumentation 
The s train-gaged test specimen ",as assembled with the platens and piston 
of t he pressure vessel (Figure 3-1). The sample "'as covered ",ith overlapping 
s t r ips o f tefl o n sheet to protect the gages and lead ",ires. The lead wires 
pa ssed t hrough grooves in the top platen and up through an axial hole in the 
l oad ing p isto n. The entire platen-sample -piston assembly "'as enveloped by 
heat- s hr i nkahle tubing and was heated so that the tubing contracted tightly 
around the a ssembly. The entire assembly was coated ",ith silicone greas e and 
cove r ed by a final neoprene or silicone rubber membrane clampen to t he bo ttom 
pos i t i oning bus hing and to the piston. The encapsulated sample assembly was 
the n p l aced o n t he bottom plate of the pressure vessel and the c yl i ndric al 
wa l l of the v e sse l was positio ned around it on the bottom plate. The t op 
plate was f inal l y l owe r e d ov e r the piston, and the entire vessel wa s bolted 
together . 
Seve r a l a s pects o f t he pr e s s ur e vessel are no tewo rthy. The piston and 
sample were of like dia meter, thus permitt i ng extens i onal l oading of samples 
without te nsi l e str ess in the piston. The large diameter pi ston necessitated 
special l inear motion ball b u shings and a c ontro lled oil leakage v i scous seal 
(where the piston passed t hrough t he t o p pl a t e) t o r ed uce piston fricti o n , but 
its si ze a l so allowed r o ut i ng o f s train gage "'ires from t he sample to the cell 
exterior through a sma ll ho l e bored a l ong the p i s t o n axi s. 
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The cell was filled with hydrauli c oi l and co nnected to an di r-operated 
hydraulic purn.p for applicati o n of st ress t o the sities o f the sample (termen 
"confining stress") . The pUMPS used CQuid generate c.:onfin i ng pressures up to 
69 MPa ( 10 , 000 psi) . Conf l ning pr~ss ur e wa s const.:tntl y rnonitoreri a"rl pump 
controls we r e adjusted during strength test in,) t o maintain a press lJre within 
~ 140 kPa (20 psi) . 
Axial stress was applied by a 44~ ~N ( 10D,"OO - lb) ca r~city loading presq . 
The press could be programmed to apply a variety of s t ress- or st r ain-
controlled loading paths using an integral servo controller . It incorpo cateri 
a force transducer ( l o a d ce ll ) t o merlsure a xial force and an electrical 
lInear- va r iable- displ acement transduce r ( LVD'r) to mO f'lito r displa c ement o f the 
movable loading ram of t he press . 
One group of tes t s was conduc ted at e l evated temperat ures (50° to 150°C 
( 122° to 302 °F). The pressur e vesse l i n these tests was pl ace~ in a s ma l l 
oven with a O. S oC ( 1. 0 °F ) sensitivity tempera t u r e cont r o l ler. The c l osely-
controlled oven , in combination with t he l a r ge t h erma l mass of the pressure 
vessel including sample and oil produced a ma ximum temperatur e va r iation 
during a test of ~ O. s oC ( 1. 0 ° F) . A ther mocouple tempera ture p r obe wa s 
inserted through the axial pi ston hole to mont to r tempera tur es o f t he t op cap 
of the sample. 
The two axial gages were wired into two oppos ite arms o f a \-/heatstone 
bridge so that strains are averaged an d the vol tage output is dou b l ed ; t he two 
ci r cumferential g~ges we re wired in a simi l ar manner. These electrical strain 
gage signals and tht= Signals from the loading p ress LVDT and l oad ce ll, the 
conf inin9 pressure tr a '1sducer , anc1 the temperature sensor were routed to '" 
signal conditi o ning unit for conversion to oig ital f o rm in engineering units 
o f strain, length , f o r ce , pressure , and temperature . The digital engi neering 
readings were in turn displayed and recorc1ed on c assette magnetic tapes of a 
deskto p microcomputer . 
Accuracy and resolution of the test measuremen ts vacien amo ng the various 
measurement devices. Each group of five strain gages included a manufacturer 
enqin~erinq datd sheet rtesc rihing the gage factor and apparent strain varia-
tion; typically , t he resultant accuracy of strains is ~ 0 . 5 percent of the 
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reco rded value fo r temperatures from 22° t o sa · e (72 0 to 122°F) and..!. 1 per-
c ent for SO· t o 150·C ( 122 ° t o J02 °F), with a resolution to 40 micro strain. 
The rema i nl ng transducers and sensors had. the f o llowing accuracy/ resel ution : 
• Loadinq pres s LVDT : acc uracy ~ 0.5 percent of 2.5 em (1.0 inch) full 
scale; r e solution to .00 25 mm (0.0001 inches); 
• Loarting pres s force ~rdnsducer: accuracy..!. 0.25 percent of 445 kN 
(100,000 lb) full sca le; resolutio n to 44 N (10 lb); 
• Conf i ni ng pressure transduc er: accuracy..!. 0 . 3 percent of 69 ~Pa 
( 10 ,000 psi ) full scale; resolution to 7 kPa (1 psi): 
• Temperature sensor: accuracy..!. '·e (..!. 2°F); resolution to O.1°e 
(0. 2°F) • 
3 .2. 2 Strenq th Testing Results 
Streng th testing results from the laboratory test program are included in 
Appendix 8. Fi gures 8-1 through 8-9 are results of uniaxial compression tests 
o n salt core samples f Figures 8 -10 through B-)2 show triaxial strength data on 
salt samples; and Figures B- )) through B-42 are results of uniaxial and tri-
axial tests on anhydrite core samples. The plots in Appendix B represent all 
data avai lable for each sample tested in the laboratory in tern,s of stress 
diffe rence versus strain. Details about the computational methods used to 
ca lculate stress and strain are presented in the appendix. 
Table ) - 2 is a summary of triax ial /un iaxia l strength results and sample 
physical properties . Stress and strain values are those recorded i mmediately 
before the sample failed ( r uptured) or are the maximum applied during the 
test . 
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3. 2 . 3 Olscussion 
1' ri ~xid l strenqth results were compa ren in SeVe fti! comhinati..,ns in the 
f orl"\ o f st res s "strttin behavior and principal stress diagrams. These various 
SUM"ta r y p lots i l lus trate quantitative cHfferences in the beha vior of sa lt 
cyc le 6 dccor~ ing to the various test variables outlined in Table 3-1. The 
only ot h~r salt t e st results presently avail~ble f o r the Gibson Dom~ Ar e~, 
RE/S PEC ( 1981), have been included in the stress diagram plots 1n o rder to 
c~rare nata hetween two invest i gators. 
The hase Ci\se for the t.riaxial test proqram is a s~ries o f three t rio'lx i "l 
extension tests shown on Figure 3-2 . The s e p lots, as well as the other com-
pdrative stress- strain graphs presenten later in thi s section, display t o t a l 
st raI n (ca lcultt ted as LVDT displacement divided by i n itial s ample height) 
versus stress diffe rence. Because the ",)(iAol t!nd circ umfere ntial strain gages 
exhibiten abno rmal behavior at higher strain levels, only total LVDT strain 
was reco r den thro ughout the entire strain r a nge of al l test s . 
The bdse case tests began at isotropic stress levels o f 24, 48, and 69 MPa 
(3,~00 , 7,0 00, an,l 10,000 osl). During the two tes t s with l o wer initial 
i so tropic s tresses, confining stress was raised in stages to 69 MPa ( 10,000 
psi) , as inrli c at ed by the stress difference loops shown on Figure 3-2. These 
ba se case plots illustrate close similarity among the three tests, even where 
the confinin9 stress was raiserl during the test . The data plot for Sample 
GD l-3 9 , typical of the three tests, was selected as the base case gr~ph t o 
whi c h r esul ts from the various test configurations (Table 3-1) would be com-
pared . Tests we r e terminated when the sample failed, or if total strain 
r eached 20 percent, o r if s tress difference in extension approac hed 69 MPa 
( 10 , 000 ps i) . 
Samples wi t h relatively l ow perce ntage of anhydrite bonding are canpared 
on Figure 3-3 . Scatter amo ng the plots is somewhat mo re than that of the base 
case plot , possibly because of the stress i ncrement loaning used in these 
tests. These low-percen tage anhydrite samples we re t he initial samples of the 
triaxial test program, and cons tant st r ain rate tests han not yet been 
started . 
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The s tress- stra in c urves and ultimate strength values do no t show any 
systema I e lnf luence of t he l ower-than-ave rage anhydrite content. In s alt 
c ycle 6, t~e insoluble material (primarily anhydrite) content averaged 5 
perr~n ~ bv we ight . The refo re, samples with a low proportion of anhyd rite ha~ 
on 1 y about 2 t o 4 pe r cent b y we igh t less anhydri te than the average sample, a 
proptJrtion va riati o n appare ntly t oo small to have a no ticeable effect o n 
st rength . 
Extens i o n l oading test r e sult s are summarized on Figure 3-4 . The three 
test~ d i sp l ay similar st r ess - st r ain behavior, but at highe r stresses t he 
s tra ins a re mo re than fo r the hase c ase extension loarling. Al s o, ~ltimate 
rupture stresses are less t h a n those for the base case. 
The two compress ion t es t s e ries have r e sults plot ted on Figur es 3-5 a nd 
3-6 f or l oan ing and unloading paths, respec tively. As with the exte nsio n 
l oading ser i es , ~oth c ompression t es t s eries sho wed greater stra i n than the 
ex tensi o n unl o a d ing base case . ( Compressi o n test strains are o pposi t e i n s i gn 
from extension tp.st results; stra i n values plotted o n " 11 st r e ss- str ai n 
dIagrams are ab s olute magnlt udes of stra i n with zero a t the in i t ial isotropic 
c ompresslon st a te . ) The higher st r ai ns in c omp r essio n may be ex plai ne~ by the 
elasti c strain equat i o n for axia l s trai n o f a cyl i nor i cal sample under i mposed 
triaxial s t resses : 
1 
'E[o axial - v (2 x 0 co nfl l 
wnere t ~ Youn g ' s modulus , V = Poisson' s ra t io , £a xial 
'axlal = axial stress , ann 0conf = confining st r ess . 
(3- 1 ) 
axia l s t rain, 
ror compre~ sion tests wh~re 0axial > 0con f and v z 1/3 , the abso lute value 
rf strdjn for a g iven s t ress diffe r e nce should bE:> abont tlofjce that for dn 
~xtensj on tes where vconf ) 0axia l . Such a strain difference 1s apparent o n 
nly wo c0m pression loading t es t s (Figure 3-5) . With the relativel y small 
numher o f tests performed f o r a si ngle l oading condit-ion, sample v aria tion may 
bf> ma s kl nq mo r e fundamental sample behavior. 
Young ' s mod~!us w)S c alculated from the reround stress loops of two tri-
dXI~l tests, an ex ension unloading test, and a compression l oading tes t. 
Deta ll s o f the stres s - st rain behavior from axial stra i n gage data are 
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presented in Appendix s , Figures 8 -1 9 and B- 26. The calculated moduli for the 
two types o f tests were 30 GPa (4 ,300 , 000 psi) and 28 GPa (4, 100,000 psi) , 
respectively . These results are similar t o those reported by Pfeifle and 
others, 19B1. 
Uniaxial compression tests are also a form of compression loading test . 
The f ive tests that were performed are summarized on Figu r e 3-7 . These tests 
were the first using the camputer- based data acqui s ition system , and some 
tests included two o r thr ee load cyc l es dur ing data system shakedown . This 
test series also addressed strain distribut ion alonq the sampl e axe s by 
measur ing axial strain at the three q u arter points along the sample axes . As 
shown o n the complete test data plots in Appendix R (Figures 8 - 1 thr o ugh B- 9) , 
the strain is generally un iform along the l ength o f the sample at higher 
stress levels . 
The ruptur e stress o r maximum stress diffe rence achieved in the various 
r oom temperature , constant strain rate triaxial and uniaxial tests described 
above are p l otted on principal stress diagrams on Figures 3- 8 and 3- 9 . The 
first di agram, a plot o f one- half stress differenc~ versus mean stress was 
c alculated using ma jor and minor principal stresses; this diagram is rel a ted 
to a Mohr diagram in that the plotted points are t he peak points of t he Mohr 
ci r c les f o r maximum stress difference . As s hown o n this pl o t, there is little 
difference in the rp-sults among the various l oading paths . An envelope 
through the points e xhibi ts flattening under j ncreasinq mean stress , charac-
teristic of ductile rock material s at high mean stresses . 
The second principal stress diagram is a pl o t o f oc tahedral stresses, 
Including ~ffects of intermediate rrincipal st ress, 0 7 • Extension and com-
pression tests differ substa ntially in that O2 m 0 3 1n canpr ession tests . 
while 0 2 - 0 1 in exten sion tests . Because 0 2 = 0 1 i n e xte n sion tests is much 
higher than ~2 = ? 3 in compression tests, mea n st r ess ( octahe dral normal 
stress) 1/3 (0 , + ~2 + 0 )1 t is g reater fo r extension tests than f o r compres-
sion tests at similar shear str ess levels . 
The data from all room temperature tests aa e plotted on an octahedral 
normal stress-shear stress diagram on Figure 3- 9 . The e x te ns io n test pl o ts 
clearly fall along a ditterent envelope than do the compressio n test plots . 
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from limestone, dolomite, and glass samples. The differences between pea k 
Mohr - c leele and octahen r al stress data presentations have some implications on 
the uti lizat i o n of strength data in numerical analyses of underground works. 
If the a nalyse s are two-dimensional, it may be sufficient to use a conserva-
tIve interpretation of the Mohr-type data on Figure 3 - 8 as strength limits . 
Howeve r , if t hree- dime nsional a nalyses are made consit1ering the three princi -
pa l s tresses , it may then be necessary to use maxirnmt strength data such as 
thos e shown o n the o ctaherlra l stress diagram (Figure 3- 9). 
Temperature infl uen ce on triaxial extension unloading behavior is illus-
trated by t he series of tests shown o n Figure 3- 10 . As expected , the rupture 
strength drama ti ca lly decr eases as temperature increases . A decrease in 
s tress diffe rence at a given strain is apparent as thp. constant testinq st r ain 
r ate is varied over two o rders of magni tude, as shown on Figure 3-11. Labora-
to r y test res ults o n carefully fabricated salt samples were reported by Hear d 
( 1972) ; these tests were done in extension over a wide range of strain and 
temperature ann can be canpared wi th GD-1 temperature and s tra i n rate t esting . 
Although t he magnitudes of result s a t similar test conditions are not exactly 
the same , r e lat ive di fferences ca n be used to evaluate s teady-state flow 
phe nomen~ as do ne by Heard (197 2 ). The flow equation cited by Heard is: 
£ ~ A exp (-Q/ RT) o n (3 - 2) 
whe r e , t = st rai n rate , A = a constant, Q = activation energy, T ~ t est 
temperatur e in OK, R = uni ve rsal gas c onstant, a = stress difference , and n = 
stress exponent . Th is e xpression was evaluated f o r the elevated tempera ture 
(F l qure 3- 10) and strai n rate variation ( Fi gure 3- 1 1 ) tests done o n GD-1 
samples ; the evaluation p r ocedure is described in more detail in Sect ion 
3 .3 . 2 . 
The trlaxial tests at dif f ering strain rates give a stress e xponent, n, in 
excess of 19 . Al though t his value agrees with Heard ' s room temperature data , 
it i s anomalously high, probab l y because test conditions are out o f the range 
whe r e the fl ow equation is applicable (st ra in rate too high and test tempe r a -
ture too low) . Tests at various temperatures gi ve a Q/R x l / n value of abou t 
SOooK; this val ue wa s calculated from the s~re99 differences of the three 
63 
high-temperature tests at the constant s tra in rate o f 8.3 x 1O - 6/sec and at 10 
percent total strain . The Q/ R ra ti o is rlivided by th~ stress e x ponent , n, 
because the triaxial data do not give a reliable value for n as discussed 
above . Hea rn's ( 1972) val ues for Q/ R x l / n r ange from 1,2 00 0 t o 2 , 20I') oK. 
Further di scussion o f these flo .... law relationships is contained in Section 
3 . 3 . 3. 
The fin al triaxial tests were on anhydrite sampl es from the interbeds 
above and below salt c ycle 6 . Room temperature results are plo t ted o n Figure 
) -1 2 ; elevated temperature oata are c l otted on Figure 3-1 3 . As expecten, this 
relatively strong and brittle rock displays relatively linear stress- s trai n 
behavior even in response to high str esses and exh ibits strains c o nsinerab ly 
l.ess than the base case on salt for similar s tress differences . The appa rent 
modulus from the t o tal strain cur ves of Figures ) -1 2 and 3-1 3 is little 
changed amo ng the va r i o us stress paths and temperatures . As noted on these 
figur e s , some o f the 7 . 6 - c m ( ] - inch) diameter anhydrite sa~ pl es could no~ be 
fai l ed with the 445 kN (100,OOO - lb) capacity loading p ress . 
1 . 3 CREE? TESTING 
3 . 3 . 1 Me thodo l ogy 
Creep tests were conducted on riqh c irc ular cy l i nders o f salt c yc le 6 
from bo rehole GD-l. The t ests we re conducted in extension unlo arling utilizing 
he t r i ax ial apparatus rlescrihed ir Se ct io n 3 . 2 .1. 3 . Seve n pd rameters were 
monito red during testing : axi a l stress, c onfin i ng pres sure , t o tal axial 
displacement , axial "itrain, r achal s trai n , temperatur e , ano t ime . Data were 
re~orded automatically and stored o n ma g net ic c asse tte tape f or later anal y-
sts. 
The samples were prepdred as desc r iberl in Sect i o n 3 . 2 .1. 2 . If sample s 
were esten at elevated temperatu res , the tempe ra t ure was inc rea s ed at a rate 
of about O. S·C ( 1·P) / minute to the nesired tempe ratur e . The sampl es were 
i sotr ,ica 11 y compressed to the p ressu re de si red and al lowed to e qui LIbra te 24 
hou rs . They were t~en quickly unloaded at ra~es between 7 kPa/se c (1 psi / sec ) 
and 140 kPa/sec (20 psi / sec) . Ouring the unl oadi ng por t i on o f t he t est , data 
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were reco r ded every 30 seconds . After about 15 minutes, the data recording 
rate was reduced to four data measurements per hour . 
Axial stress was held cons tant f o r the duration of each stage of the c reep 
tests . Approximate l y once a day , a smal l correction wa s applie~ to the axial 
l oad sys tem to correct fo r sample deformation. As a s ample cre eps, the 
cross- sectional area ( in extension un loadi ng tests) decreases . That c hange in 
c ross-sectional area is expressed as : 
1\ ' (3-3 ) 
where Ao is the o riginal sample area, 6 d is the change in sampl e diameter , do 
is the orig inal sample diameter, and AI is the new sampl e area . It has been 
found from c ircumferential and axial strain gage measurements that sample 
vol ume remained approximate l y co-~tant during testing. When volume change is 
sma ll, total axial de formation measured by the LVDT can be u sed to describe 
the cha nge in diameter. Equation (3- 3) can thus be approximated by 
A' - 1\0 1 (1 + 6~VDT ) 
o 
(3-4 ) 
where 6 LVOT is the change in sample height as measur ert by the LV DT , and Ho is 
the o riginal sample height . 
3 . 3 . 2 ~~ 
SIX creep t e sts were conduc ten. Four o f these test s (GOl -3 2, -34, -35 , 
and -7 3) were conducted at room temperature , 22 °C (72 ° F) . GD l-133 wa s con-
ducted at Sooe ( 122 °F) , and GO l-1 32 was conducted at 1000C (2120P ) . A test 
schedu led at l sO oe (302 ° F) was not performed . A plot of data from a typical 
c r ee r test is s ho wn o n Figure 3-14 (p lots o f data from all c reep test s are 
l ncl uded in Append ix B) . Eac h c reep t est was planned t o in c lude three o r four 
unl o adinq s tages, ea c h lastinq approximately o ne week. The tests were t~rmi­
nated wh en the sampl e failed o r after four creep stages had been compl e ted 
(approximately 700 ho urs total elapsed time). The test cond i tions are s um-
ma rized in Table 3 - 3 . Two samples had particu dcly early endings: GD l- 3 4 was 
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terminated after 80 hours because of sample failure , and GD1-132 was termi-
naten after 123 hours because of membrane failure. 
An exponential-time creep law can he formed: 
. 
E e a 1 - exp (-~t)) + Esst (3-5) 
where is the total axial strain, ~a is the asymptotic transient strain, is 
the relaxation frequency (1/~ is the relaxation time), ~ss is the steady-
state strain rate, and t is elapsed test time, which has been found to ade-
quately describe creep be ' avior in salt (Hermann and others, 1980; Pfeifle and 
. 
others, 1981) . The parameters of Equation (3-5), Ess ' e a , and ~, can best be 
described by looking at the equation in two parts . The exponential term is 
characterized by an asymptotic transient strain value , e a , and a relaxation 
time, 1/~ . Strain modeled by the exponential term equals l/e of the asympto-
tic value at a time equal to 1/~. In the second term , strain is proportional 
to time by the constant ESS; this constant is the slope of the strain-time 
curve at large values of time. By projecting this slope (steady-state strain 
rate) back to the zero time axis, the value of e
a 
can be approximated. 
Total axial strain values as calculated from LVDT measurements versus 
elapsed time from each stage of the creep tests were fit using the exponen-
.al-time creep law described by Equation (3-5). The fit to each creep test 
wa~ calculated using the IMSL computer code ZXSSQ , a non-linear least-squares 
fitting algorithm . Typical strain-time creep data and the f it acco rding to 
Equation (3-5) is shown on Figure 3-15 . Regression parameters Ess ' e a , 
and ~ are also shown . Ten creep Qtages were fit using the above technique; 
strain- ime data and the lea t-squares fit for all the above stages are 
i ncluded in Appendix B. The parameters of Equation (3-5) for each test are 
l i sted on the appendix figures and are summarized in Table 3-4. Samples that 
failed prematurely or that lacked sufficient data on which to fit the creep 
law we r e no used in the least-squares algorithm. 
Previous work on salt (Pfeifle and others, 1981; Herrmann and others , 
1980; Heard, 1972; and Wawersik, 1980; suggests that ~ss depends on stress and 
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TABLE 3-. 
LABORATORY CREE P TEST MATRIX 
Con fining Dif ferentia l 
~ Stage Pressure Stress Temperature Notes 8.0 
GO '-3 2A , / 3 7, 000 psi 3,800 p si 22°C 1.0 GD' - 73C ++++ RAW DATA 
GD '-32B 2/3 7,000 psi 4 ,400 psi 22°C Confini ng pressure 
pumps ma l func tioned 
Ess :II 2.0 )( 10,8 sec -' 
-
MODEL FIT 
e. '" 1.4 x 10.2 
6.0 ~ • 5.6 x ,0'5,0(:' 
GO' - 32C 3/3 7 , 000 psi 5,250 psi 22 °C 5.0 
~ 
GD '-34A , 0,000 psi 3,500 psi 22°C Sample failed 
after 80 hours 




GO' -3 5A ' / 2 7,000 psi 3,450 psi 22 ° C -~ 
GD '-3 5A 2/ 2 7, 000 psi 3, 900 psi 22 °C 
2.0 ........... -....... 
GO' -73A ' / 4 7, 000 psi 3,550 psi 22 ° C 
c. -I;·:········~ 1.0 
GD' - 73 B 2/ 4 7,000 psi 4 , 500 psi 22 °C 
'0 20 30 4() 50 60 65 
GO,-73C 3/ 4 7,000 psi 5 , 500 psi 22 ° C TIME I"", x'O', 
GD '-73D 4/ 4 7,000 psi 6,200 psi 22°C 
GO '- '32A 7 , 000 psi 2 , 000 psi ' OO °C Membrane failed 
after 123 hours 
GO ' -13 3A "4 7 , 0 0 0 ps i 2 , 500 psi sa · e 
GD ' - ' 33B 2/4 7 , 0 0 0 psi 3 , 250 psi 50 °C 
GD' - 1J3C 3/ 4 7, 000 psi 4,100 psi so·e 
GD, -, 33D 4/ 4 7 . 0 00 ps i 4.1l00 psi so·e 
TH IRD UNLOAD STAGE GD' ·73 
Me ric Conversion: ,. 000 ps i - 6 . 89 MPa 
LA80RATORY CREEP TESTS 
BOREHOLE GD- ' 
LOG ,028 Project No. 16000 I Figure 3- 15 REV.O 3131/82 ~ 
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TABLE 3-4 
CREEP-FITTING PARAMETERS FOR TOTAL 
AXIAL 3TRAIN VERSUS TIME CURVES 
GD1 -3 5A 
GD1 -35B 
GD 1-73A 








GD1 - 32B 
G0 1-32C 
GD1 -34 
4.4 x 10-9 
4.4 x 10- 9 
7.1 x 10-9 
5 . 9 x 10- 9 
6 . 0 x 10-8 
1.3 x 10-9 
1.2 x 10-8 
1 . 3 x 10-8 
e. 
2.8 x 10-3 
2.9 x 10-3 
1. 6 X 10-3 
3. 9 X 10-3 
1.4 X 10-2 
1.1 X 10-2 
1.3 X 10-3 
2 .0 X 10-3 
5 .5 X 10-J 
2 . 0 X 10-2 
1 . 9 x 10-98 
4. 9 x 10- 98 
6 . 0 x 10- 98 
7.4 x 10-98 
1.7 X 10- 4 
6.2 X 10-5 
6 .3 x 10-5 
5.6 X 10-5 
8.6 X 10-5 
9.6 X 10-5 
2 . 8 X 10-5 
2 .4 X 10-5 
1.7 x 10-5 
ASteady state strain rates fit by judgment 
£S 9 steady state stra in rate 
e ". asymptotic transient strain 
a 
". relaxation frequency 
Me ric Co nversion: 1,000 psi - 6 .89 MPa 
l/~ 
(sees) 
1.0 x 104 
3 .5 x 104 
4.2 x 104 
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(3 - 2) . Stress difference and steady state strain ra te at each creep stage 
we r e used t o determine A, n , and Q/R . 
A p l o t o f logo versus log (S5 is shown o n Figure 3-16 . Equation (3-2) is 
a s traight line in loga rithmic space at constant temperature; the s l ope of the 
line is n. Parallel straight lines wele fit to the dat~ by j udgment for the 
data from 22° C (72 ° F) and sooe (122 ° F) tests. The slope of these lines , which 
equals the st r ess exponent , n, was estlmaten as 5.6. A Q/ R of 2,400 oK was 
ne t e rmined by choosing points from the 22°e (72°F) line and the sa oe (1 22 °F) 
line at a constant stress difference and so lving F4 uation (3-2) for Q/R . 
Computed values of nand Q/ R we r e t hen used to d~termine an A of 1.3 x 10- 13 • 
Values f o r n , Q/ R, and A are swn~arized in Table 3-5 . 
It ha s been suggested (Hermann and others, 1980; Pfeifle and others, 198 1) 
that the stress a nn tempera ture dependence of the relaxation frequenc y , C, 
and the asymptoti c transient s train, e a , is different between low and high 
stea dy- state s tr ain rate regio ns . The dat~ set presented here d id not cover a 
s uffi c iently broad range o f stress and temperatures to observe the boundary 
betwee n r egions . Previous work (Pfeifle and others, 19B1) suggests that a 
reasonable steady- state strain rate value that divides t he above two regions 
is ( ;s = 5 x 10- 8 sec - l • With the exception of Test GO l-73 Stage 0 , all 
s t eady- state s train rates calculated from the creep data presented hece are in 
the low s train r ate regi o n , beinq l ess than ~ ;s 2 5 x 10-8 sec- l • 
In the low strain rate region , the relat ionsh ip between t and steady-state 
strain rat e ha s bee n found to be a constant (Pfeifl e and others , 1981). A 
plot o f ~ vs ( ss is sho wn o n Figure )-17 . Eve n with conside r able scatter i n 
the data, a constant (average) value of , = 9 .7 x 10-5 sec- 1 appears to 
describe th e data . This value is shown as a sol id line on Figure 3-1 7 . For 
the l o w strain rate reqion , Pfeifle and o thers ( 19 81) nescribed the average 
. * • * 
value , C, in terms of C
ss 
as ~ = B ( ss For comparison with Pfeifle' s data, 
.' 
a B value of 1960 has been calculated usinq ( ss = 5 . 0 x 10- 8 sec- 1 • 
Asympto~ic tra n s i ent s tra i n, a a' has been f o und to be proportional to css 
in the low steady-state strain rate region (Pfeifle and others , 198 1). A plot 
of e a against ~s s for data froln this creep test program is presented o n 
Fiqure )- 19 . A li.near relationship rlescribing the ciata gives a slope, e
a
/ £S8 ' 
estimated as 4. 9 x 10-5 sec . Pfeifle a nd other s ( 198 1) defined the slope of 
this line in t e rms o f E: s as Ea l £:s . A value f o r Ea o f 2 . 5 x 10 -
2 
has been 
calculated . All o f the fitting pa rameters, n , Q/R , A, '13 , ann Ca , are sum-
m.ar i zed in Table 3 - 5. 
3. 3 .3 Discussion 
The exponential - t ime c reep law provides a reasonable fit to the data . 
This c reep law indicates that steady- state creep is a linear function of 
time. In several instances the steady-state pertion of the creep curves for 
salt cycle 6 i s slightly curved even at large values of elapsed time. In 
t~ese c a ses the steany-s~ate strain rate , as calculated from the least squares 
fit overest imates creep strains at long times . A comparison of strain rates 
estimated for t he later pertion of the creep cur ves versus those calcu lated 
using the e xponential time model suggests that the model sometimes overesti-
mates the steady- state strain rate by about 10 percent . 
The plot of log a versus log ESS shoWS a grea t deal of scatter , making 
the calculation of n somewhat arbitrary. However, ~n upper and lower bound 
estimate of n c an be approximated from the data as 6 . 0 and 4 . 0, respectively . 
Previous worK on Paradox s alt (Pfei fle and others , 1981) suggested a va lue o f 
1. 4 for n . This value seems low compared with the results presented here , 
with values o f n for salt from other locations (Pfeifle ann others , 1981) and 
with values of n for pure halite (Heard , 1972). 
This testing gives a value of Ea =- 2 . 5 x 10-2 , which agrees well wi th data 
published by Pfeifle and others ( 198 1 ) for salt from Richton oome , Vacherie 
Dome, Avery lsland and Nelof Mexico sa lts; Ea diffe rs by an o rder o f magnitude 
from the Paradox salt data presented by Pfe ifle and o thers ( 198 1) . 
The value of Q/R of 2 ,4 00-K derived f rom this testing seems low compared 
to values presented elsewhere (Pfeifle and others , 1981j Heard , 1972) . As 
se~n on Fiqure 3-16 , there is little separation between the 22 - C (72-E) c urve 
and the SO-C ( 122-F) curve, a circumstance implying that there i9 o nl y minimal 
ch~nge in creep behavior at temperature differentials of approximately 2BDC 
{SO-P) o Additional wor~ is needed at elevated temperatures (100-C to 20Q:~_ 
[ 212- to 392DP) to adequately evaluate Q/R and the stress and temperature 
dependence of Ess o A comparison of the log 0 VB log ESS relationship 
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TIUlLE 3-5 
SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS FOR CREEP EQUAT:ONS 
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presented here, and the one develo ped by Pfeifle and others ( 198 1 ) from te s t s 
at 100· and 20Q·C (21} O and 392 C f) tentatively suggest mar~erlly differ e nt 
creep behavior; part o f the difference may be caused by the differenc e i n 
loading states: cOI'!'Ipression loal'ii n q f o r Pfiefle' 5 work and extensio n 
unlo ading in these results . 
Some o f the scatter in the rtata may be attributed to satT\ple variation . 
Test results from sample s adjacent to one anothe. in boreho le GD-l seemed t ry 
exhibit more consistent material behavior than res ults from sample s separat~rl 
by 3 to 15 m (10 to 50 feet). Although tests were g rouped such t hat sampl es 
came from the adjacent p::>rtio ns of the borehole , experimental di fficulties 
occasionally requi red substitutio n o f" samples from other locat ions . One o f 
the advan taqes of mol t i stage creep tests is that they el imi na te va r iahi 1 i ty 
caused by sample variation. The data p r esented o n Figure 3-1 6 support this 
observatio n; f o r example, ~ss values of GO l-32 are s ys temati cally diffe r e nt 
from those of GOl-73 at the s ame temperature and stress levels. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The in situ test program established that the equipment and methodology 
developed for geotechnical drill-stem testing of deep salt strata are work-
able. Refinements to the equipment will facilitate measurement and improve 
a ccurac y of unloading fluid level data taken while the system is rressurized 
by a compressed gas. Oa ta from the short-term c reep phase of the unloadi ng 
test , because they are unaffected by tool compliances or gas pressure and are 
measured by precise and stable pressure transducers, display favorable 
accuracy. Impression packer workability should be improved for hydraulic 
fracture tests to yield reliable fracture orientation data. 
Stress-strain data were obtained from the first unloading of salt strata 
below drilling-fluid pressure. These data are uncommon because they reflect 
test zone behavior devoid of previous non-geologic stress influences; prior to 
the test program, the test zone had experienced no stresses as low as those of 
the unloading tests. A Young's modulus of 6.6 GPa (0.96 x 106 psi) inter-
preted from one test is consistent with values reported in the literature but 
is lower than values from geophYSical logs and laboratory strength testing 
(37 GPa [5 .3 x 106 pail and 29 GPa [4 . 2 x 106 psi), respectively). 
Short-term creep deformations were measured for three depths. Rad ial 
strai n creep rates of 1.6 x 10-9 , 4.4 x 10-9 , and 42 x 10-9 sec- 1 are 
generally consistent with other laboratory tests and other direct measurements 
of borehole creep. 
The results of hyd raul ic fracture meAsurements in the Paradox salt strata 
indicate that successful fracture tests can be conducted . Resul ts of the 
tests indicate a non-Ilthostati c stress state at depths s hallower than 1, 220 m 
(4,000 feet). From a single impression packer measurement, the ma ximum hori-
zo ntal stress axis appears orienter! ENE-WSW, consistent with other hydrauli c 
fracture measurements in the Colorado Plateau and with earthquake focal 
mechanism data (Wo ng a nd Simon , 19AO). 
Magnj tudes of the minim\.ml hori zontal s tress interpreted from hydraulic 
fracture testing appear reasonable. The magnitude of the maximum horizontal 
stress seems high consider i ng the plastic , time-dependent properties of 
salt . Initial elastic assumptions and pore pressure estimates used in stress 
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interpretat ion may no t be applicable to hydraulic fracture in salt. At depths 
above 1,220 m ( 4, 000 feet), salt appears to behave i n a relatively brittle, 
elasti c manner, as evidenced by the shape of the pressure-time c urve. At 
depths below 1,22" ITt (4,001') feet), salt appears to behave 1n a more plastic 
manner. 
Laboratory triaxial strength tests on salt samples anti some anhyr1rite 
samples were completed for a number o f different loading paths, strain rates, 
a nd temperatures . Strength and 'foung's modulus results are generally consis-
tent with other test data from the Go-l borehole and display trends similar to 
those fran sal t in other locations. As observed in previous studies , the 
Paradox salt has higher strengths than many other salts at similar test condi-
tions . 
Triclxial strength data at failure or at maximum stress difference were 
plotted on principal stress diagrams for extension and compreSSion l oading 
paths. Data plotted on a Moh r diagram show little effect of loading path. 
However, resu} ts plotted o n a n octahedral stress diagram display a marked 
diffe rence betwee n extension ve r sus compression lo~dings. Principal stress 
diagrams should be useful in establishing strength criteria for thermomechani-
ca 1 canpute r mode Is . 
A numhe r o f c reep t"'sts were conducted and the results were analyzed using 
accept.ed techniques . An exponent i al-time c reep law adequately desc ribed 
strain- time dat.a . Steady- state creep rates for several tests (developed from 
the creep la w) were studied usi ng a steady-state flow law to determi ne stress 
difference and temperature dependence . A stress exponent, n, of 5.6 and 
act.ivation energy term , Q/R, of 2 ,400 o K were computed from the flow law. 
Parameters developed from analyses of the creep da t a were roughly c anpar-
able to other reported dab. . The n was higher than previously reported for 
Go-1 saJ'\ples, but the Q/R was l ower than othe r results from GO-1 and othe r 
locations . Some of the difference may be attributed to the extension unload 
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IN SITU TEST DATA 
Unreduced field measurements from in 5i tu geotechnical testing at 
Borehole GD-1 are presented in this appendix. The fiqures and tables p re-
sented herein show the data from which stresses and strains were interpreted 
f o r roth unloading and loading (hydraulic fracture) test sequences. Unloading 
data ace inclucied in Section A.1 j l oading/hydraulic fracture data are pre-
sented in Section Pt..3. Compliance testing of the downhole test system for 
both unloading and loading test sequences is di~cussed in Section A.2. 
A.1 UNLOADING GDST DATA 
Downhole pressures and fluid level measurements were the primary data 
recorded during each unloading geotechnical drill-stem test (GDST). Pressures 
were recorded above drilling-fluid pressure, within and below the test z.one at 
one- to five-minute intervals during each test.. These data were displayed in 
real time during the test on an x-y plotter and printer and were stored on 
magnetic tape cassettes for subsequent interpretation. Figures A-l through 
A-3 are pressure-time graphs of all real-time pressure data recorded dur ing 
the three successful GDSTs.. Critical points identified on Figure A-l are also 
typical of the other two tests . 
These pressure data are recorded to 0.07 kPa (0 .. 0 1 pSi) dnd are available 
in printo ut form in the projec t files; these printouts, because of their 
r!igital form , were used to calculate unloading pressure (initial test zone 
pressure minus test zone pressure at time when fluid level reading was taken). 
Backup pressure data from digital memory recorders and mechanical scratch 
recorders and measurements o f nitrogen pressure applied at the wellhead are 
also available i n the files. Table A-l indicates the measurement equipment 
used for the in si tu tests and summarizes the types of data available for each 
test. 
Fluid level data were measured by dunking a pressure transducer o r a 
shorting- type electrical sensor o n an electric cable wireline oo All s uch flu.ld 
level measurements, and t he elapsed test time and test zone pressure, are 
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tabulated in Tables A-2 through A-4. Table A-2 lists the type of fluid sensor 
used in each unloading test. 
For GDST-2, a special interpretation procedure was used to determine 
approximate fluid level values for the first 41 hours of the test, because the 
flui~ level sensing system was inoperative. Using fluid level data measured 
during the concluding reloading portion of the test, the proportion of down-
hole nitrogen (N 2 ) gas pressure caused by the weight of N2 could be estimated. 
Because the unloading steps at the beginning of the test had almost the same 
test zone and surface nitrogen pressures as the reloading steps, the N2 gas 
weight pressures estimated for the reloading segment were added to the unload-
ing surface pressure measurements to determine the total gas pressure 
immediately above the fluid. These total N2 pressures were then subtracted 
from the test zone pressures to determine the height of fluid during the 
unloading steps. This procedure was not as accurate as direct measurement of 
fluid level; however, when it was implemented for GDST-l and the resllits were 
compared with direct fluid level measurements during that test, values calcu-
lated were within approximately 5 feet of the measured values. 
Pressure-time data for the short-term creep period of the three success-
ful GDSTs are presented on Figures A-4 through A-6. Each figure includes a 
caption identifying the slope at the end of the creep interval in terms of 
radial and volumetric strain rates. This slope was calculated as: 
6 p TC 
£ r 1/2 £ v x (1) 
6t ~x Va 
where: 
£r radial strain rate, sec -1 
£ v = volumetric strain rate, sec 
-1 
6p/ 6 t slope of pressure-time curve, psi/sec 
TC tubing capacity, gallons/ft of tubing 
FG fluid gradient of test zone fluid, psi/ft of height 
Va initial volume of test zone, gallons. 
· 
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Table A-l 
GDST Equie!!ent/Data Summar:i 
Unloadin9: GDST Test N\Dllber 
1 2 3 4 5 
Successful tests X ~ X 
Length of test zone (feet) 160 160 b 100 70 
Packer Inflationc S S S S S 
Fluid Depth Sensord PTA N/PTB PTB PTB/SF SF 
Real-time TQCT pressure X X X X 
sensor in test zone 
Surface pressure datae N2 N2 N2 N2 
Backup DMR data in test zone X X X 
Real-time pressure sensor 
100 feet above test zone 
Impression packers run 
a Partial 
b Test 3: 100 ft; tests 3A, 3B, 3C: 70 feet 





2 Two pressure transducers 100 feet a art on wireline 
Single pressure transducer on wireline 
Shorting-type fluid sensor 
No fluid depth sensor until late in test 




Loading/Hydraulic Fracture GDST 
Test Number 
4,A 6 6A 7 8 9 
X X X X X 
100 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5 
S D D D D D 
No Downhole Fluid Sensor Used 
X 
W W W W W W 
X X X X X X 
X X X X 
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Table A-3 Fluid Level Measurements: GDST-4 
Fluid Level Measurements: GSDT-2* 
Clock Elapsed Test Zone Change in 
Clock Elapsed Test Zone Date Time Time Pressure Depth to Fluiti 
Date Time Time Pressure Depth to ~ Jl!!l (min) J..eill Fluid (ft) Level (tt) ~ Jl!!l (min) J..eill Fluid (ft) 18 Aug 1227 3039.5 
13 Aug 1805 2020 473 2996.7 3364 Open SIV 
15 Aug 1049 2444 184.3 not taken 19 Aug 0040 733 2091.3 3357 
1050 2445 189.4 2830 0210 823 1330.7 3347 10.0 
1425 2660 188.5 2830 0500 993 703.2 3334 23.0 
1500 2695 876.0 2831.5 0624 1077 164 .7 3321 36.0 
1735 2850 1377 . 5 2831.5 0720 1133 165.1 3324 33.0 
1912 2947 1884.0 2833.0 
2017 3012 1044.0 2832 . 0 0815 1188 165.0 3323 34. 0 
2]00 3175 1046.0 2832 .0 0930 1263 159 .4 3316 41.0 
1000 1293 165.1 3314 43.0 16 Aug 0006 3241 1871.5 2834 . 0 1100 1353 165.3 3314 43.0 
1200 1413 164.8 3315.5 41.5 
1345 1518 159.3 3313 44.0 
*Changp. in fluid level is not applicable to this test because no fluid level 1450 1583 159.3 3313.5 43.5 
readings were taken at the beginning of the test. 1625 1678 159.4 3313.5 43 . 5 1730 1743 159.6 3313.5 43.5 
1830 1803 160.2 3313.5 43 . 5 
1930 1863 159.4 3313.5 43.5 
2 155 2008 704.4 3317 40 . 0 
20 Aug 0040 2173 1332.9 3325 32 . 0 
0210 2263 2099.0 3334 23.0 
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1. PARADOX FORMATION. SALT CYCLE 6 
2. DEPTH· 3168 TO 3329 FT BELOW RIG DATUM 
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III 4 8 12 16 
ELAPSED TIME DURING CREEP INTERVAL. HOURS 
NOTES 
1. PARADOX FcecATI~ SALT CYCLE 9 
2. IEPTH - 3575 TO 367S FT BELOW RIG DATlJ4 
3. ZERO ELAPSED TIME IN CREEP 
INTERVAL - 17. 25 ~ IN ENTIRE TEST 





These data were the bases for short-term creep rates. The direct measurements 
of fluid level were sensitive to short-term creep movements only in the 
deepest test (GDST-l); these direct fluid level measurements are included in 
the main text as Figure 2-6. For GOST-1, short-term creep strain rateB from 
the pressure-time curves (Figure A-4) correspond closely with rates calculated 
from direct fluid level measurements. 
Borehole deformation below the bottom packer was measured indirectly 
using the rate of pressure rise in this closed system during unloading GDSTs. 
A typical graph of pressure rise versus time is shown on Figure A-1 as the 
uppermost curve from 30 to 83 hours. An average radial strain rate, ~r' can 
be approximated as : 
0.5 v x 1 ~ 0.5 x (1) x k x ~ (2) 
n n 6t 
where ;v is volumetric strain rate; n = fraction of borehole below bottom 
packer that is salt (typically n 2/3) 1 k =- compressibility of brine fluid in 
borehole = 2.0 x 10-6 volumetric strain per psi (Section A.2.2); and l!.p/.6.t is 
the rate of pressure rise 1n the closed system below the bottom packer. These 
results are approximate because they do not account for fluid flow into the 
n\Derous non-hal ite interbeds. E. r values ranged from 2.1 x 10-
9 to 4.1 x 10-9 
sec-'. 
A.2 COMPLIANCE TESTS OF IN SITU TEST APPARATUS 
Measurements made during both unloading and loading GDSTs include some 
volumetr 10 strain that can be attr ibuted to deformation of the test apparatus 
in response to test zone pressure changes. For instance, 1n an unloading 
test , pressure di fferences across the inflated rubber packers of as much as 
20.7 MPa (3,000 psi) tend to force the packers into the test zone, adding to 
the apparent volumetric strain (hole squeeze) in the teat zone. Pressure 
differences of a reverse nature in a loading!hydraulic fracture test tend to 
force the packers away from the test zone and to compress all fluid in the 
t est system, o .... ·er stating hole expansion upon pressurization. Test system 
cOl'lpliance for both lDlloading and loading GDSTs is discussed in the following 
subsections. 
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A.2.1 Compliance of Unloading GOST Test Apparatus 
Prior to canmencinq the unloading GDSTs, a compliance test on the drill-
stem t est tool wa s conducted in the cased portion of the hole by pressurizing 
the tool and reading fluid levels at given pressures (Figure A-7). The fluid 
level readings were then plotted against average pressure difference across 
the packers to determine a canpliance correction (Figure A-a). '!be total 
pressure range of the compliance test was not as great 4S that of the GDSTs 
because pressures higher than those shown on Figure A-7 could break the cement 
bond on the outside of the casing. 
Two different slopes shown on Figure A-a correspond to increasing and 
decreasing test zone pressure. These slopes were used to express compliance 
corrections as volumetric strain per psi of pressure difference across the 
packers. These compl iance corrections were subtracted from the total unload-
ing or reloading volumetric strain measured during the GDST testing to compute 
corrected volumetric strain. For the unloading portion of each test (reducing 
test zone pressure), a correction of 1.7 x 10-6 6V!Vo/psi was used, corres-
ponding to the reducing pressure load path (Figure A-a, points H and I). This 
correction factor was multiplied by the average pressure di fference across the 
packers and subtracted from the uncorrected volunetric strain value. For the 
reloading steps after the minimum pressure interval, a correction factor of 
3.0 x 10-6 !J.V/Vc!psi was used to correct the voll.netric strain values. 
A.2.2 Compliance of Loading/Hydraulic Fracture GDST Test Apparatus 
Compliance of the loading apparatus includes t'flO components : deformation 
of the test tool below the downhole shut-in valve and compressibility of the 
fluid, tubing, and surface connections above the shut-in valve. Compliance 
below the shut-in valve was set as the reloading value of 3.0 x 10-6 
6. VIVo/psi . Two compliance tests above the shut-in valve were mader one 
preceded GDST-1 and the other was made before GDST-4A. The compl iance test 
before GDST-1 gave a correction of !J. V!Vo/psi = 3.0 x 10-6 (Figure A-9 ); the 
test before GDST-4A gave a compliance of !J. V/Vo/psi 2.0 x 10-6 (Figure 
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tubing s t ring in GDST- ~ was accidently filled wi th water rather than br i ne, 
res ulting in a higher c anpresslbi li ty.* 
A swm\ary of the measured c ompliance values for loading GDSTs i s pre-
s onted in Table A-S . The contribution to compliance of tubi ng expansio n and 
the compressibility values of the in i tial pump-in interval of loading/ 
hydraulic fracture tests are also listed in this table . Test canpress H' . l i ty 
values for the five loading tests were taken from the initial pump-in porti on 
of the injection pressure versus volume .:urves (Figures A-l1 through A. -15 ) . 
The volunetric strain per psi from each of these curves was taken as the slope 
of the pressure-volume curve in gallons per psi; that value was then divided 
by the total gallons in the test system, including the volune of the fluid in 
the tubing • 
Several observations can be made by comparing various sets of results 
shown in Table A-5. First, the values for the two compliance tests above the 
s hut-in val ve conducted before GOST-1 and GDST- 4A were substantially dif-
ferent, probably because of the fluid differences discussed prev i ously. 
Seco nd, values for total test c ompressibility of the short-zone l oading GDSTs 
(GOST-6A through -9) we re onl y slightly less than the compliance value 
measured before GDST-4A. Finally, elast ic , internal-pressure expa ns i o n of the 
tubi ng above the s hut-in v a lve a ccounts for only about 20 percent o f test 
s ystem compliance , i mplyi ng that mos t test s yste m deforma tio n above the s hut-
i n 'la l ve was caused by fluid and s ome air bubble compressi bil i ty. 
Even if c aref ul canpliance cal i bra t ion t ests are conducted before each 
loading GOST , i t wil l be di f ficult to acc urately d etermine cor rected volumet-
r ic s t rain fo r s ho rt- zone hydraulic fracture test s . The vo l ume of compres-
sible air in the tubing above t he shut- i n valve differs each time the tubing 
is filled with fluid and the wellhead is connected to the hydraulic pump_ tn 
the loading tests, varyi ng amounts of air apparently were entrained in the 
tubing fluid even though the tubi ng was filled consistently by application of 
a vacuun of 26 inches of mercury on the empty portion of the tubing _ 
*Earlougher (1977) gave the c ompressib.llity of distilled water at 90 degrees F 
and 2,845 psi as 2.89 x 10-6 psi- 1 and of brine fluid with 3000,000 ppm NaCl 
as 1.83 x 10-6 psi - 1 a t the same temperature and pressure. 
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The small test zone volume is also a factor in short-zone loading where 
the test zone is less than 5 percent of the total volume. A slight error 
(even 1 percent) made in determining compliance above the shut-in valve coul d 
pos s ibly yield an error of as much as 50 percent in corrected test zone volu-
metric strain. The interpolation of a straight-line compliance correction to 
the measured compliance test data points in short test zones could easily be 
subject to at least a 1 percent error (Figures A-9 and A-10). Therefore, it 
does not appear promi sing to attempt measurement of volumetric strain for 
small test zones. 
Loading GDST-4A was the only viable candidate for stress versus corrected 
volumetric strain computations because a compliance calibration test was 
conducted immedia t ely before the actual test and because the test zone was a 
substantial portion (32 percent) of the total volume. Two compliance correc-
tion volumes were subtracted from the total volume injected at the wellhead 
(Figure A-15): (1) deformation of the test system above the shut-in valve 
causee by injection pressures1 and (2) deformation of the test tool below the 
shut-in valve caused by differential pressures between the test zone and the 
borehole drilling-fluid pressure outside of the packers. Test system deforma-
tion above the shut-in valve was calculated by multiplying 6V/Vo/psi = 2.04 x 
10-6 (Figure A-10) by the initial test zone volume and injection pressure 
corresponding to each cumula tive volume measurement. Test tool deformation 
below the shut-in valve was calculated by multiplying 6V/Vo/psi = 3.0 x 10-6 
(slope corresponding to increasing test zone pressure on Figure A-7) by 
initial volume a nd averagv pres s ur e di ffe r ence across the packers. 
A.3 LOADING/HYD RAULIC FRACTURE GDST DATA 
Primary da ta collected dur.ing loadin9/hydraulic fract ure GDSTs were 
surface injection pressure and injection volume measured at 30-second to 1-
minute intervals during each test. Surface pressure versus time curves for 
the successful short-zone tests, GDST-6A , -7, -8 , and -9, are presented on 
Figures A- 16 through A-19, respectively . Surface pressure versus time for the 












Type of Compliance Measurement 
Test system above shut-in valve 
(increasing pressure) 
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(increasing pressure) 
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expansion of 4-1/2-inch drill pipe 
Total test compliance including 
borehole deformation 
Total including borehole deformation 
Total including borehole deformation 
Total including borehole deformation 
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Test Zone 







Average of short-zone tests 1.90 x 10-6 
Compliance Value 
VIVo/psi for Initial 
Pump-in Interval) 
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2.04 x 10-6 
4.22 x 10-7 
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taken from a transducer in the test zone with the static pressure of the brine 
fluid column subtracted from the downhole pressure to yield surface pressure. 
Pressure versus volume curves for the five loading tests are presented on 
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LABORATORY TEST DATA 
This appendix presents laboratory stress-strain measurements taken during 
uniaxial and triaxial strength testing and creep testing of samples from salt 
cycle 6 and from the adjacent anhydrite interbeds in Borehole GD-l. 
B.l LABORATORY STRENGTH TESTING 
Stress-strain results of all uniaxial and triaxial tests are presented on 
Figures B-1 through 8-42 and are summarized in Table B-1. Most figures con-
tain all strain gauge and t.otal (LVOT)· strain data plotted versus stress 
difference. Figures 8-19 and 8-26 present enlarged detail of strain gauge 
data for calculation of Young's modulus in a rebound-reload stress-strain 
loop. All tests with sample number less than GOl-15 were made on core samples 
from salt cycle 6; sample numbers greater than GOl-7S correspond to anhydrite 
samples. 
Each graph includes test specifications: the loading path (extension or 
compre ssion, loading o r unloading) is indicated in the figure title; the 
stress maintained at a single value during testing is identified in the test 
notes, which also indicate the stress that was gradually varied during testing 
and the ax ial stra in rate at which the stress was varied. The test notes also 
include the test temperature, sample depth, and any unusual occurrences such 
aa equipment malfunction or erratic strain gauge behavior. 




• axial or circumfe rential strain 
St • a Wheatstone bridge measurement during the t est 
So • t he bridge measurement at the beginning of the test after application 
o t any initial isotropic stresses . 
- Lvtn' • linear variable di tferential tranaducer 
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The 0.5 fa c tor acc o unts for doubled Whe atstone bridge output when two active 
gauges were wired into opposite arms of the bridge. 
Axial and c ircwnferential strain are reported .-::::: absolute values for ease 
o f pl o tting . In extension tests axial strain is tensile and circumferential 
strain is compressive (that is, the sample elongates and decreases 1n cross-
sectio nal area) . Conversely, in compression tests axial strain is compressive 
and circumferential st rain is tensile (sample shortening and increase in 
c ross-sectio nal area ). 
Total s train measured by the LVDT is calculated as: 
where: 
E: t = total (LVDT) strain 
LVDTt LVDT measurement during the test 
t he ini tia l LVDT measurement 
Ho the initial height of the sample (after isotropic stressing). 
The c omputati o n o f stress difference uses the total (LVDT) strain to 
correct the s ample area during testing f or sample deformation assuming con-
s tant volume . This assumption is most nearly achieved in extension tests, 
(2 ) 
where ci r c um fe rentia l strain was approximately one-half axial strain, the 
condi tion fo r c ons tant volume. This method also allows for area corrections 
thro ughout the e ntire test beyond the point when most strain gauges failed. 
Axial str e ss o n the s a mpl e was computed as: 
n ax ::: 
L - (Ap - At) P 
(3 ) 
where: 
C ax a c t ua l axia l str ess o n t he c orrec ted ave rage c ross-sectional area of 
the s ample 
L ~ t otal l oad a ppli e d by l o a d i ng pres s 
Ap 3 ar ea o f l oading p i ston 
- co rrec ted are a o f s am p le de fined as Ao / 1 + t for extension or 
Ao/ 1 - t f o e compression 
Ao ::: in1 1031 1 a r e a o f s ampl e afte r iso tropi c stressi ng 
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Stress difference 1s the absolute value of the difference of axial st.ress and 
confining stress. 
All measurement devices were calibrated at least to the manufacturers' 
specified accuracy. In addition, two tests were made to verify the overall 
performance of the strain measurement and temperature control systems. An 
al umintml cyl inder of the same dimension as most samples was instr\ftented with 
the same strain gauges used for the strength and creep testing. The sample 
was tested in uniaxial compression in both the strength loading frame and the 
creep frame; the modulus of elasticity for aluminum measured by the axial 
strain gauges ranged from 10.1 to 10.3 x 106 pSi, which is in accordance with 
published values for aluminum. 
A salt sample with a small hole drilled along its axis to the mid-height 
was assembled in the triaxial cell and placed in the oven to check temperature 
gradients In the sample. Thermocouples were placed (1) at the center of the 
sample inside the hole, (2) at the top center of the .ample, and (3) at the 
bottom outside circumference. Temperatures measured by these aensora were 
within.:!:. 2 degrees C of each other while the sample vaa stabilized at 150 
degrees C. Temperature variation during a teat was generally ~ 2 degrees C at 
these elevated temperatures: 50, 100, and 150 degrees Celsiue • 
B.2 LABORATORY CREEP DATA 
This section presents plots of the basic laboratory meal'urements for 
creep tests G01-32, -34, -35, -73, -132, and -133. Exponential-time model 
fits are also included for those tests where the calculations could be made. 
Whenever possible, total (LVDT) strain measureaenta were used as the data 
to which the exponential-time fits were made. In MBe te.t., however, the 
LVOT did not function properlY1 axial strain gauge data vere then used. In 
creep tests where both total and axial strain data were available, the ratio 
of axial to total strain was a relatively constant value of 1.2. That 
relation, then , was used to approximate total strain when the LVDT 
instrumentation y ielded erratic data. 
Creep test GD l-32. GDl-32 (Figure B-43) was the tint teat in the seriu 
of creep tests . Circumferential, axial, and total strain in percent veraus 
elapsed time In hours are plotted on one set of axe., confininq .tre •• and 
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stress difference in psi versus elapsed time are plotted on the second set of 
axes. As with the triaxial tests, circumferential and axial strain were 
measured with electric resistance strain gauges, while total strain was 
measured with an LVDT monitoring piston displacement. The test lasted 
approximately 760 hours and was terminated when the piston movement out of the 
pressure vessel activated the automatic pump shut-down. The sample did not 
rupture. 
Malfunction of the pumps controlling confining stress and axial strese in 
GDl-32 caused fluctuations in stress levels, which in turn affected strain 
levels. As a result, the exponential-time model fit was not made. An 
approximate steady-state creep rate was estimated by fitting straight lines 
through the axial strain data by judgement from 90 to 170 hours, 240 to 390 
hours, and 490 to 750 hours, calculating the slopes for these intervals, then 
dividing by 1.2 to approximate total strain. 
Creep test GDl-34. The data for this test are shown on Figure B-44. The 
duration of the test was approximately 80 hours. The test was terminated 
prematurely at a low stress difference, possibly because of a pump malfunc-
tion. However, when the sample was disassembled it was ruptured, suggesting 
that premature sample failure may have terminated the test. 
The LVDT readings were erratic throughout the duration o~ the test. As a 
result, creep parameters were not calculated using the expor,ential-time fit. 
Steady-state strain rates were calculated by fitting a straight line 
through the axial strain data from 30 to 75 hours and calculating the slope. 
The total (LVDT) steady-state strain rate was approximated by dividing thiR 
value by 1.2. 
Creep pst GDl-35. The data for this test are shown on Figure B-45. The 
duration of t~e test was approximately 330 hours. The test was terminated 
prematurel y e i ther because of failure in a weak area of the sample or because 
of a pump malfunction. 
The LVDT did not function properly during much of t he test, so total 
strain data were simulated by dividing axial strain measurements by 1.2. 
These simulated LVDT data were used as input data for the creep modeling 
program. The first two unloading stages of test GDl-35, denoted GDl-35A and 
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f o r stages GD l-3SA and GD1-)SB are E'hown o n Figures 8-46 and 8-47. Zero 
s trai n and zero t l me were taken when the stress level f o r the W'll oading stage 
was reache d , removing the unloading portio n o f e ach creep stage. 
creep t e st G01-73. The data f o r th is t e st, whic h had a duration of 
a pprox imately 555 hours, are shown o n Figure 8-48. This test consisted of 
f our unl o ad ing stages : GD1-7JA, -738, -7Je, and -730. Total strain for each 
un l oad ing stage was used as the input data for the creep modeling program. As 
i n t e st GD l-3S, the unloading portion of the data was removed and the strain 
and elapsed time were corrected to zero strain and zero time . The creep data 
and the model f i t for GD1-73A, -738 , -7Je , and -730 are shown on Figures 8- 49 
through 8-52. 
Creep test GOl-132. The data for this test are shown on Figure 8-53 . 
GDl-132 was an elevated temperature test conducted at 100 degrees C. The test 
l asted approximately 122 hours and was terminated prematurely because of a 
membrane l eak. The data were plotted using an expanded strain scale because 
t he maximwn axial strain achieved on this test was only 0.5 percent. An 
exponent i al-time model fit to the data was not attempted because the data \lere 
erTati c at low stress levels prior to termination. 
Creep t est GDl - 133. The data for this test, conducted at 50 degrees C, 
are shown o n Figur e 8-54. The test lasted approximately 1,445 hours and was 
t e rmina t ed when total strain exceeded 10 percent . The deviations in stress 
diffe r ence and conf i n ing pressure were somewhat qreater than in BOme of the 
other tests . The l ast stage of this test was much longer than in the previous 
tests because a new pump system had been deve loped and was being tested. 
Test G01 - 133 consist ed of f our unloading stages; GD-133A, -1338, -133C, 
and - 1330 . Total strain for each unlo ad i ng stage was used as input data for 
the e xponent i a l - t ime modeling prog r am. As i n test GDl-35, the unloading 
portion of t he t e st was r emoved . Star ting val ues o f strain and elapsed time 
wen~ correc t e d t o zero strain a nd zero t ime. The creep data and the model fit 
f o r G0 1-1 33A, - 13 38, -133C , and -1330 a r e shown o n Fiqures 8-55 through a-58. 
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IDAHO Din Of HfALTH AND WfLFARI 
R08fRT 0 , FUNDER8 URG 
ILLINOIS ATOMIC INEIGY COMMISSION 
DAN LWlllIAMS 
IU'NOtS Of" Of NUCLEAI SAFm 
MILTONZUKOR 
IUINOIS STATE CIOlOGICAL SURVEY 
kEROS CARTWRIGHT 
IMPfRIAL COlUGE Of SCIINCE AND 
TECHNOlOGY 
8. K, ATkINSON 
INDIANA UNIVIISITY 
HAYDN H, MURRAY 
INS1ITUT fUR ftIFlAGlaUNG 
KLAUS KUHN 
E. R, SOLTE R 
PfTER UERPMANN 
INSnTUTf fOR CHIMICAL TlCHNOi.OGY 
REINHARD ODOJ 
INSTITUTE Of CEOlOGICAL SCIINCES 
STEPtfEN THOMAS HORSEMAN 
INSTITUTf Of IADIATION 'ROTEOION 
KA I IAK08SSON 
INTIRA INVIRONMENTAL CONSlJLTANTS INC 
f I P(ARSON , IR 
R08rRl Wll(MS 
INnlA INVI.ONMINTAL CONSULTANTS LTD 
T 0 1'" 
INnlNATIONAL ATOMIC INI.GY ACENCY 
H UE T1 R IRISH 
fR4. :o.K A OH 4.R A 
INU.NA TlONAL INI.GY ASSOCIA ns LTD 
Bl YTHE K lYONS 
INn.NATIONAL IN£.GY SYSTIMS COl .. 
JOH ' " BO\\lI S 
INn.NATIONAL ENGINEERING COMPANY 
INC 
.\.14. \ l --'Sl AWSKY 
INTlINATlONAl IlSEAICH AND 
IVAlUATtON 
R DAMO RD 
INnlNAnONAl SALT COMPANY 
lEWISP BU'iH 
/OH' ''OIGHT 
IOWA GIOlOGICAl SUI\l1Y 
RO BER T J. BUCK l[\' 
IOWA STATE UNIVfISfTl 
M AIHI N C rouso ... 
I.T CO." 
I ')TO K( S 
ISTITlITO sn.IMINT All MODULI I 
ST.UnU.Is. .. .A. 
f C ERA 
l.f .T. AGA"TO' ASSOCIATES INC 
M!CHAH P. HARDY 
I.l. MAGIUOl. , ASSOCIA TIS 
I L MAGRUD£ R 
JACKSON ST A TI UNIVI.SlTY 
£STUS SM ITH 
IACOIY AND COMrANY 
CHARlfS H. JACOBY 
IAPAN ATOMIC INI.GY .lSIA.CH INSTITlITl 
TAROIlO 
lAY L SMITH COMPANY INC 
IAYl SMITH 
,cC CO.POIATION 
MASAHI KO MAKINO 
}OHNS HOr'KINS UNIVf.SlTY 
,A RED l COHON 
101m IlSEAICH Clmll 
GIRARDI FRANCESCO 
IOIDAN GOII'll ASSOCIATES 
IOHND J(WHEY 
KAISER INGINUIS INC 
W I DODSON 
J 50 R1TCHIf 
.ALAMAZoo COlUGI 
R4. lPH M Of.Al 
.ANSAS OIn Of HlAl TH AND 
I NVIIONMIN'T 
GI RAI 0 WA LlEN 
I(ANSAS STATI GfOtOGICAL SUIVIY 
""LI,.,..,,,.. H"M IIlIT ON 
l IS 
I 4.R' 1I ",sse ... 
klll.R WI"" " ASSOCIATlS 
fItA",,,v..RfMH 
. (IHfOlSCHUNGSZENTI UM .AluaUHE 
GMIH 
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klM INCINUIING INC 
B. GEORGE KNIAZEWYCZ 
kLOHN lIONOfF lTD 
CRA IG FORSTER 
l AU MICHIGAN FfOfIA TlON 
lAN E SCHA(HR 
LANCASTII A\'INUIUllAlY 
F.M. CAlVARESI 
LAWlfNCf 111.fllY LAIOIATORY 
JOHN A. APPS 
THOMAS DOE 
NORMAN M . EDHSHI N 
BRIAN KA NEHIRO 
S. lClA INER 
E. MAJ[R 
ROBIN SPENC ER 
I. WA NG 
HAROLD WOLLENBERG 
LAWIINCI lIVE.MOlf NATIONAL 
LAIORATOIY 
JOt1N H. CAMPBU l 
HUGH HEARD 
fRA NCOIS E. HEUZE 
R. CA RRO LL MANINGER 
PA UL L. PHELPS 
LAW IH N(( O. RAMSPOn m 
f RANICROGUE 
R. N. SCHOCk 
W. G. SUTCWFE 
TlCHNICALINFORMATION DEPARTMENT 
L· SJ 
DAll G. WILDER 
UHIGH UNlvtlSlTY 
O. R. SIMPSON 
LOS ALAMOS NA nONALLAIOIA TOR' 
ERNEST A. BRYANT 
P. l. BUSSOLI NI 
G EORGE A. COWAN 
B. CROWE 
BRUCE R. [RDAL 
D. G. FOSTER . IR. 
WAYNE R. HANSEN 
IC . K. S. PILLA Y 
10HN T. wHEnEN 
IC URT wOtfSSERG 
LOS ALAMOS TECHNICAL ASSOCIA TIS INC 
R. I. KINGSBURY 
LOS ANGfW .. IIRCf (OUlCf 
SIGM UND P. HARRIS 
LOUISIANA Din OF NA rulAL llSOUICts 
B. JIM PORTER 
FRANK SIMONE AUX 
lOUISIANA DEn Of TlANSPOITATlON' 
DEVElOPMENT 
G£ORG[ H. C RAMER . II 
LOUISIANA GIOlOGICAL SUI\ln 
CHARLES G. G ROAT 
LEE W JENN INGS 
lOUISIANA GO\lERNO.S OffiCE 
DENNIS DAUGHERT Y 
LOUISIANA NUCUAIINflCY DIVISION 
l HAll BOHLI NGER III 
LOUISIANA STATE UNI\lfISlTY 
RO BER T l THOMS 
LOUISIANA flCH UNI\lfRSIT' 
lI 8RARY 
NORMAN WlUtl AL 
lOUISIANA nCHNICAl NUCUAI (INnR 
R H THOMPSON 
lOWfNSTEIN, NfWMAN. IllS" AXElIAD 
MICHA El A. B" USER 
MACLAIIN "lANSIARCH INC 
AlEX BUCHN[A 
MAINI IUlEAU Of HEALTH 
DONALD C. HOX IE 
MAINE GEOlOGICAL sultvn 
WAl TER AND£RSON 
MAIYLAND CfOlOGICAL SUR\ln 
KE NNETH N. WEA VER 








MElUN GEOlOGICAL ASSOCIA ns INC 
FREDERIC F. MHU N 
M(MINIS Of THE GfNElAl rulllC 
MORRIS A. 8ALDERMAN 
W. VON BLACK 
DAVID H. BOl TZ 
JAMES BOYD 
LARRY BRADLEY 
STE PHEN S. BRIGGS 
WIlliAM V. CONN 
D.P. OAUTOVICH 
OANNELtE D. DUDEK 
FRANCES fARLEY 
DOROTHY fORD 
RICHA RD L. fO UICE 
STEVE FRISHMAN 
BARREn R. fRITZ 
CARL A. GIESE 
SHIRLE Y M . GIFFORD 
DARYL GLAMANN 




KENNETH S. IOHNSON 
THOMAS H. lANGEVIN 
GRAN T W. LAPI ER 
TERRY R. LASH 
DAVIDLYU 
MAX MCDOWEll 
JAMES B. M UOERHEIDE 
ALAN D. PASTE RNAIC 
SHAllER S. PHILBRICK 
l oeER E. POWERS 
MA R" N RATHIC[ 
CHRI S RICH 
IERRY SHEPPARD 
M . J. SZULINSICI 
A. E. WASSER8ACH 
ROBERT WfESE 
JIMMY l. WHI1'E 
ALEKSANOR V. ZOBKOV 
MICHAU lA.fR, 'R INC 
C. J. TOUHlll 
MICHIGAN Ofn Of CQMMflCI 
ROBERT E WEBBER 
MICHIGAN DEn Of NA TUlAl llSOURCIS 
R. THOMAS SEGALL 
MICHIGAN DEn Of POlliC HfAL TH 
DON VAN FAROWE 
MICHIGAN DtSTIICT HEALTH Ofn NO .. 
EDGAR ICREfT 
MICHIGAN GEOLOGICAL SURYn 
RO BERT c. RH O 
MICHtCAN GOVIINQRS OffiCi 
WILU A\A C. 'AYLOR 
MICHIGAN lIGISlA TlVI OffiCE Of SCIENCE 
AD\lISO. 
MICHIGAN PUIUC SER\lICI COMMISSION 
RONCAl ll N 
MICHIGAN TfCHNOLOGICAL UNIVIRSITY 
GA RY l DOWNEY 
MINEIAlS WIST INC 
SHV E NI£LSO N 
MINISTRY Of THE ENVIRONMENT 
IAA IC VIIR LAND 
MINNfSOTA ENERGY AGENCY 
M IKE M URPH Y 
MINNESOTA GEOLOGICAL sUlvn 
MA n S. WALTON 
MINNISOTA STATE INE.GY AGENCY 
D"V ID BUll ER 
MISSISSI"I AnORNIl CENERALS OFFICE 
M AC K CAMERON 
MISSISSI"" IUIEAU Of GEOLOGY 
M ICHAEL B. E. BOGRAD 
MISSISSI"I CITIZINS A(;AINST NUCUAI 
DISPOSAL 
STANLEY DEAN fU NT 
MISSISSI .. " DE .. T Of INERGY AND 
TRANSPOITATION 
10HN W. GREE N III 
MISSISSI"I DI"T Of NATURAlRESOURClS 
ALVIN R. BI CICER . IR. 
CHAR U S l. BLALOCIC 
CURTIS w. STOVER 
MISSISSl"1 DEPT Of WilDlifE 
CONSERVATION 
JOSEPH W. JACOB. IR. 
MISSISSI"I EMEIGINO MANACfMENT 
AGINCY 
JAM ES E. MAHER 
MISSISS,"llIl.ARY COMMISSION 
SARA TUBB 
MISSISSI"I MINIRAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE 
MISSISS"" P'OWE ... UGHT 
ROBERT SHADDIX 
MISSISSI"15TATE 10AIO Of HfALlH 
EDDIE S. FUENTE 
I. WARRE N GREE N 
MISSISSI"I STATE HOUS( OF 
IEPRBENT A TI\lES 
I(RRHl BRELAND 
L FRED DO BBINS 
HI LUI. ,A N JEROM E fR AZ](R 
IERRV O IC(EH 
MISSISSI'" nAU SENATE 
MARli N T SMlTH 
THEODORE SMIT~t 
MISSISSI .... I STATE UNI ... EISITY 
TR OY J. LA!lW ELl 
MlTlf COI .. 
U!lH R A. ( HLI NGER 
MONTANA BUIEAU Of MINIS AND 
CEOlOGY 
S l C RO ff 
NASA 10HNSON SPACE CINUI 
MICHA El R. HUH RT 
NATIONAL ACADEMY Of SClfNClS 
10HN I HOLLOWAY 
PEH R B MYlR5 
NA TIONAL AflONAUTICS AND S'ACE 
AOMINISTlAlION · HEA DQUAITEIS 
PUI LIP R COMPTON 
NA lIONAl ATOMIC MUSIUM 
GWEN SC HREINER 
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NA TtONAllOAID fOR SPlNT NUCLEAI 
fUll, KA!tNIIANSUNAMOfN 
NILS RYDELL 
NA naNAllURIAU Of Sf ANDARDS 
RILEY M . CHUNG 
LEW IS H. GEVANTMAN 
WIlliAM P. REED 
NATIONAL HYDIOlOGY RESIARCH 
INSTITUTE 
DENNIS J. BOTTOMLEY 
NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC AND 
ATMOSPH£IIC ADMINISTRATION 
ALEXAr-.DER MALAHOFF 
NATIONAL SCIENCE fOUNDATION 
ROYAL E. ROSUNBACH 
NATIONAU GENOSSINSCHAfT fUI OlE 
LAGHUNC IAOIOAkn\lER AIfALU 
MARLlfSICUHN 
NA ruRAL RESOUICIS OffENSI COUNCil 
THOMAS B. COCHRAN 
NI\lADA DiPT Of (NERGY 
ROBERT R. lOUX 
NfW ENGLAND NU(UAR coa .. 
ICERRY BENNERT 
CHARLES 8. KillIAN 
NIW JEISEY DEn Of ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION 
IEANEnl ENG 
NfW MEXICO IUREAU Of MINES AND 
MINIRAl RESOURCES 
fRANK E. KonLOWSlC1 
NIW MEXICO INERGY AND MINERALS Ofn 
NfW MEXICO INVI.ONMlNTAlI\lALUATION 
CROUP 
ROBERT H. NEILL 
NIW YORK DIn Of HEALTH 
DAVID AXElROD.M.D. 
NIW YORk STATE IllCT.'C • GAS coa .. 
LEWIS t. STALE Y 
NfW YORk STATE INIRGY OffiCI 
JOHN P. SPATH (150) 
NfW YORk STATE EIDA 
JOHN C. DIMPSEY 
NfW YotIK STATE GIOLOGICAl SUI\IEY 
RO BERT H. FAICUNDINV 
ROBERT H. fi CK1ES 
NfW YORk STATE UGISlATI\lllIIIARY 
fRANCES M URRAY 
NEW YOlk STAll "ulliC SI.\lICI 
COMMISSION 
fRED HAAG 
NEW yoaK UNI\llISiTY MEDICAL CfNUI 
MERRll ElSENBUO 
NIEDlRSACHSISCHES SODALMINISlIRIUM 
HORST SC HNEIDER 
NORTH CAROlINA 01" Of NATURAL 
If SOURCES • COMMUNITY DlVfLOf'MENT 
STEPHEN G. CONRAD 
NORTH CAIOlINA STAll UNIVERSITY 
M. KIMBERLEY 
NORTH DAKOTA STAll UNIVIRSITY 
JOH N M HALSTEAD 
NORTHIAST FOUl COUNTY IEGIONAL 
"LANNING" DI\lIlOPMfNT ORGANllA TlON 
)OHN C. PIERSON 
NTR GO\lEINMENT Sf .... I((S 
THO M AS v. REYNOLDS 
NUCUAI ASSU.ANCI (01" 
ANDREW I. fRA NKU 
RHONN IE l. SMITH 
DAVID A. WEBSTER 
NUCllARINfOl:MAnON AND RESOURCE 
511\11C1 
GARY HZKOWITZ 
NUCUAR SAfm ASSOCIATES INC 
JOSEPH A. LlfBIRMAN 
NUCllAI SAfm IISfARCH ASSOCIATION 
KAZUMORI ~lATSUO 
NUCUAR SYSHMS ASSOCIATES INC 
CHA RL ES J. DIVONA 
NUClIAI WASTI WATCHE.S 
HElEN LETA RTE 
NUS CORP 
W. G . BELTER 
JOSE PH J. DIN UN NO 
BARRY N. NAfT 
DOUGLAS D. O RVIS 
DOUGLAS W. TONICAY 
OAk RIOCI NATlONAlLAlOlATOIY 
I. O . BLOMEk E 
H. C. CLAIBORNE 
ALLIN G. C ROff 
LESlIE R. DOLE 
10HN T. ENSMINGIR 
CATHY S. FORE 
DAVID C. ICOCHER 
T. F. lOMENICIC 
E. B. PEELLI 
ARTH UR I. 5HO R 
UlEND. SMlT H 
E. G. ST CLAIR 
STEPHEN S. STOW 
OffICE Of NWTS INTICItATiON 
ROB~ RT E. HEINEMAN 
OHIO 01" Of KONOMIC AND 
COMMUNITY DlYfLOf'MENT 
ROGIR B. WILLIAMS 
OHIO 01" Of ENEIGY 
M. PETEI KOCHMAN 
OHIO Din Of HIAlTH 
R08ERT M . Q UILLIN 
OHIO 0l1'1 Of NArulAL R(SOURCIS 
sconKEll 
OHIO ENV'IONMINT Al COUNCIL 
STEPHEN H. SEDAM 
OHIO IN\lIIONMINT4L 'IOHeriON 
AGfNCY 
HAROLD W. ICOHN 
OHIO ST A TI UNIVIISITY 
R. N. CHRISTENSEN 
A. T. CONLI SK 
M . A. CORNWELL 
OKLAHOMA GEOLOGICAL SURvn 
CHARLES J. MANK IN 
OKLAHOMA STATE 011'1 Of HEALTH 
R. l. C RAIG 
ONTARIO HYOIO 
R. W. BARNI S 
CRAIG I. SIMPSON 
Of'EN EARTH 
PETER I. SM ITH 
ORANGE COUNTY COMMUNITY COlllGE 
LAWRENCE ( . O BRIEN 
OIEGON Of" Of ENIIGY 
DONALD W. GODA RD 
MICHAEl W GRAIN{\' 
OREGON Dfn Of GEOlOGY AND MINIIAl 
INDUSTRIIS 
OIGANIZA liON fOR ECONOMIC 
CO O PlIAlION AND DEVIlO .. MINT 
I. P. O ll VIER 
"AClflC INVIIONMENTAL SlI'llCfS 
BRYAN AUS 
PACIfiC GAS AND IUCTa,C COMPANY 
" DRIA1'\ C V.UIH. /R 
PACIfiC NOIITHWlSlLAIO.ATO .... 
\\ , 8O"'IR 
00' 1 RR" [}U ' 
H e !R RKI I01 DIIC 
I I n ARil. 
lOtI' P CaRl n 
H"R\" 00\( 
O R\llLl' Hill 
'10' 0 ' HODGI S 
I ~I I"RRl n 
'H\R II.R ( lTfR 
DO'AlO f 1 U SO' 
RO H(RI \.ICC AlI L;\.1 
( C W"I SON 
I H \\l s rSIK . IR 
PARSONS. "INcaflHOff, QUADE. & 
DOUGLU. INC. 
r C CHI' 
I R II. L ESU 
.... .: .. 'NC 
onl P K PA LL 
MA RK! SHINE R 
PlNNSYlVANIA CfotOGJCAL SUIVfY 
ARTHUR" SOCQiO" 
"NNSYlVANIA COVlINQIIS fNIIGY 
COONCIl 
HERBERT JACOBS 
"-NNSYlVANIA STAn UNIVlIlSITY 
MICHAEl GRUTlECK 
"' llliAM A USTtR 
DfllA M ROY 
" ILU "M B WH ITE 
"-.M'AN .AStN .fCIONAl PlANNINC 
COMMISSION 
l W CRAWfOR D 
PU .... COONTY 
W f 80WE N 
"-Ill COONTY IOA.D Of Sun.Vlso.S 
P",UI 0 JO HNSTON .SR 
"-JaY CooNTY CTTlDNS ACAINST NUCUA. 
WASTIDtSlOSAl 
""RRE' STll: t(KIA,' o 
p(nIS " "ll(Y 
"-In COUNTY KHOOlS 
,""" 10 "' (OC HRA' 
'H~KAlISCH· IICHNISCHf I UNDISANSTALT 
POR'LAND GlN.IAl UICTR'C 
' " u .... rc,ol 
POfASH COR' Of SAYA"HEWAN 
CR"'\.1f C. 'iT R" fltf)rt 
POW'R AUTHOtUfY Of ' HI UA Jf Of NIW 
YO .. 
,"YRO' \.1 1o."(/ \.' '' II: '' II. Y 
roWfR RIACTOR AND NUClLU , un 
IM VUC»MfNI CORPOtIAflON 
'lfSQUf ISH COVRlHOUSf 
'1INCIfON UNIVfRSfTY 
""I R \. .. O .... T"(.II 
rulLlC LAW UT IUflU ClOU' 
{J()ltI\''''II.''"fl'IR 
rtill tC \ UVICI INDtANA 
II08IJfT .. \l\f(., .... (. 
OUAotn c a.:, 
'." .... (1 .. 1 """ll'" 
1& "" C(}IIrIISVUANT\ INC 
1108'111 ''' I''Oft 
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I .J. SHUMaN AND ASSOCIAns INC 
R. ' SHUMON 
IADtAN COl' 
BARBARA MAllEY 
aADtA noN ,.onCTION COUNCIL 
U RI L. VIER IMA 
IAlI'H M. 'AIt5QNS COM'ANY 
JER ROLD A HAGEL 
II/SI'K INC 
GA RY O. C"llAHAN 
PAUL f . GNIRK 
WILLIAM C MCClAI N 
.INSSElAEI POl YTICHNIC INmTUTf 
(OW"RO I. WOODHOUSE 
'AMESWU 
IteHTON CITY HAll 
R RAHAIM 
110 AlCOM COlI' 
OUA N( MA fl OCK 
.ISO NATtQNAllAlORATOIY 
LA RS CA RLSEN 
RocaWlll HAN fOlIO QrlIA TlONS 
RONALD CA RNE TJ 
HARRY BABAD 
R. A. Of! 
GEORGE C. EVANS tlI 
L R. fITCH 
R. I. GIME R" 
KUNSOO KIM 
KARL M LA RUE 
MICHAEl J. SMITH 
K. THI RUMALAI 
DAVE A. TU RNI R 
locaWIU INTIINA TIONAL INflCY SYST1MS 
caotJ1' 
W. S. 8ENNETJ 
LAWRE NCE I. SMITH 
.OCflS. ASSOC'Ans lNGlNffllNG COl: ' 
ARTHUR SUTHERLAND 
.OCIIS AND GOlDIN 
lACk " . HALPE RN 
ROYALINSTITUTf Of TlCHNOlOGY 
IVARS NERfTNI(kS 
5.f. LOGAN. ASSOCIA TIS INC 
STANLEY I LOGAN 
R08(RI W KUPP 
SAN DtICO GAS & UICTRte COM'ANY 
LO 15 BERNATH 
SAN JOSf SlATE UNIVflSlTY SCHOOl Of 
ENGINUIING 
R I'll A"'O(R SO"'l 
SANCANA INC 
RALPtl L HOPKINS 
SANDIA NATIONALLA.OIATOIIIIS 
G C All( N 
SHAR l A8UTRAM 
C L CHR ISTfNSfN 
'Of" HR NANOll 
R L HUNTIR 
THOMAS 0 HUNTER 
I II. flf H ,OHNSTON( 
liBRARY 
R W IYNOI 
RLDOt Pt l V MAT Al LC(I 
II.IA R1I "'I A MOllCK( 
lAME S T I'oIIAL 
I I 'OW"k 
II: ICHA RD ( PE PrI ... C 
G. f . RUOO llO 
AllAN R SATTlER 
scon ) I"-INOO: 
A. W SN YDER 
A (Sri PHENSON 
LVNND TYliR 
\\OLfGANG W"WIRSIK 
WE NDElL 0 WEARI 
WIPP (( NTRAl fi llS 
{.,. HENNEllY 
CAROl JANT l( :--
I. w(NDHL MARI Nl 
WIlliAM R MCDONH I 
5 W O Rf AR SR 
S. V. TOPP 
SCIINCI APPliCATIONS INC 
UHRFV ARHIIAL 
'ERRY I. COHI N 
I. DONALD DIXON 
RALPH F UU WOOD 
JAMES E. HAMMHMAN 
RONAlD HOfMANt'<. 
J. R08lRT lARIVIU( 
DAVI D H. USTER 
PUER f. MCGRA TH 
JOHN (.MOSIER 
HOWARDPRAn 
KRISHAN K. WAHl 
ROBER T A. YODER 
5(NICA COONTY PlANNINC IOAID 
SHANNON & WIlSON INC 
HARVIY w. PARKER 
SHlMlru CONsraUCTION COM'ANY lID 
T AKASHI ISHII 
5tIUAQU' 
EDNA lEAVIN 
SfI • • A CLUe · MISSlS5t1'f'l CHA, n l 
SlIIIA ClU' · IADtOACTIVI WAST( 
CAWAIGN 
MINA HAMIL TON 
5«IIIA GfOPtt~CS INC 
STEPHEN I. GillETT 
SfX-<OUNTY COMMISSIONIIS 
OICANIZATION 
G. ALUN ' Awet n 
SNAKIIIVII AU'ANCf 
TiM MCNfIl 
SOlUTION MlNINC llSEAICH INSTIlUT(INC 
HOWARDW mOfLMAN 
SOUlH CAROliNA GIOlOGICAL SU.VEY 
NO RM"'!N K OLSON 
SOUTH DAkOTA GEOlOGICAL su.vn 
RICHARD 8RlT l 
SOUTH DAkOTA OffiCI Of INEICY POlICY 
SJ(VEN M WIGMA N 
SOUTHWlS1 llSEAICH AND INfOIMA TlON 
CINTIR 
OON HANCOC K 
ALISON P MONROI 
ST IONAVINTUlIUNIVllSfTY 
CA RL I TWAROG 
ST JOSfrH COlUGE 
ClA IR ' MA RK HA M 
ST MAITIN HIGH SCHOOL 
RAYMOND I WERTUNfR 
51 ANfOlD UN'VI.SlTY 
KONRAD 8 KRA USKOPf 
IRWIN REMSON 
nAn Of nlAs. UDtATlON ADVISOIY 
OOAlt" 
LA URA KH VtI!: 
STAn uN,vlasny Of NfW YOlk AT 
IINCHAMTON 
fRANCIS' WU 
STAll UNIVIRSITY Of NIW YOll( COUICE AT 
COIIllAND 
,AMI S I HUGll 
snAlN5--IOGEI SfavlClS INC 
IIIRVlI SoClU N 
STONE & WIIsnllNC'NUllNC cal' 
PA'R ICIA ANN O("ONNIU 
, Pf CK 
A POMI 
I VIR£II N W"'!"HIR 
STU"S ovnlECk' ASSOCIAIlS INC 
IW I ~OI"O~I /I, 1 
STUDIO GEOLOGICO fOMAR 
A MARTORANA 
STUDSVlk INEIClnkNlk AI 
ROll SIOBIOM 
SUMMII COUNTY INVIIONMENTAl SfaVIClS 
IAMI S ' ~INC 
SWISS UOfUl OffICI Of INIICY 
U. NHOlRIR 
CUAto:RA80R I '( SA8YASACHI 
snACUSE UNIVEISITY 
I (R08IN~N 
SYSTfM DIVIlO'MINT COR' 
H G 0" '11 5 
SVSllMS SCIINCE AND SOfTWARE 
PrIl R IAGUS 
T .M. GA US INC 
l ODOM GAll S 
TECHNICALINfOlMA TlON ,aOJICT 
DONAlD PAV 
nCHNteAl llSEAICH CINJaI Of FINLAND 
0111, U[lNONI N 
~llIA RUMMUkAIN(N 
k"'RI SAARI 
TlCHNICAl SfIVICES AND 
INSTIUMENTATION INC 
BURTON ANORIPONT 
TllNIUON IESEAaCH INC 
ANTHO NY I MOSCA TI 
rtNNfSsn DIPl Of PU.lIC HEALTH 
" lllGIt AiIAM 
nRA COl' 
IAWREN(( II WICIH 
nil A nalN( 
NI CK BARTON 
RI Ct-IA RO liNGIl 
nliAS A&M UNIVIRsny 
P DOMf NICO 
lO t IN HANOIN 
RO Y W IIANN . Ut 
STiVI MURDOCK 
GAR" RO B81NS 
IAMI S I RUS"rt l 
TUAS I UI IA U Of IAOIATION (OHIROl 
DONALD G o"'INDfRSON 
nlAS DfPl Of AGIICULTUIE 
IOHN tt UTO USON 
TllAS DE'T Of HfALTH 
OAIIIO II: I ACKIR 
TllAS DfPT Of WATn RISOURCIS 
C R " " \ Io.I N 
All RI 0 o ARI LlO 
' UAS INflCY & NATUULllSOUICU 
ADVJSOIY COUNCil 
TU RY Bo"'I RR ON 
M il 10"'1 I " OttOWAY lSI 
CAROl KING 
R06(RTO \ '111 " 
nus GUlf INC 
0 . 5. YOUNG 
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TIIAS HOUSI Of 11,.ISENTATlVlS 
BRINCk k(RR 
nlAS STATlllrtllSINTAnVI 
PH I lANEY 
THE ANAL ntc SCIENClS COl' 
JO~IN W. BARTun 
(HARliS M KOPLI K 
I W. IIOSS 
THE .INHAM CIOU' 
kIN SENOUR 
THI ClA.ION·UDGf.1 
MARK SC HllII SHlN 
TIINOS ru'USHINC INC 
JaINny I"SCOPAl CHUI CH 
BENJAMINf HEll 
TaW INC 
P( T(R ALfXANDER 
E. R. CHRis m 
TUN ISMAil ATOMIC IESIAReH CIN1.E 
PUSPA" LIBRARY 
TVa rowla COMrAN., 
'1( 110 RYHANE N 
U.k. OlPT. Of THf ENVIIONMfNT 
RADIOACTlV( WASH MANAG(MENI 
DIVISION 
U.s. A.MY COlrs Of INCINlf.S 
DON BANKS 
Al"'N BUCK 
U.s. .U.fAU Of lAND MANACfMENl 
lYNN ,ACKSON 
MARY PlUMB 
EDWARD R. SCH UUCK 
GREGORY f THAYN 
U.s. .U.fAU Of MINIS 
GEORGE I . NI EWIA DOMSKI 
u.s. .UlfAU Of .ICLAMATION 
REGf LEACH 
U.s. DI" Of COMMflCf 
PEnR A. RONA 
u.s. DI" Of ENIICY • AUUQUIIQUI 
QrlU TIONS OffiCI 
R. LOW(RY 
10SlPH M MCGOUGH 
DORNER r SCHUllER 
;.:.s. DI" Of INIICY • AMI.ICAN SOCIITl' 
fOl: INVlIONMfNTAl ,.OTlCTlON 
R Coo'USTEIN 
u.s. DlrT Of INIICY · ASSISTANI CINIUl 
COONSIL FOIlINVII()NMfNT 
S H CRU NlUGH 
u.s. 01." Of INIIGY · CHICACO 




PA Ul KEARNS 
C MORRISON 
PUBliC RfADING ROOM 
R SHBV 
u .s. Of,T or INERCY · DAllAS SlJf'POlT 
OffiCI 
CU MII Sl CARl SON. IR 
u.s. Of'T Of (NIICY · (MVISION Of WASTI 
IIPOSlIO .... OlPlOYMENT 
W WA DI 8 AIlAR D. IR 
I W 8f NNffT 
C R COOlE Y (11 
WARR( N IISIIR 
MARK W. lRlI 
CRITZ H. GlORGI 
CYRUS KlINGSBERG 
THOMAS P. IONCO 
HARRY W. SMEDU 
JEHSMILIY 
RALPH STEIN 
U.s. ~(" Of INEICY • HfADQUAlnlS 
PL ... lIC RfADIN(, ROOM 
u.s. Of" Of ENfacY • IDAHO OPfUTIONS 
OffiCI 
''''MI S f . lfONARD 
CARL R. ROB£RI50N 
PUBLIC RI ",oING ROOM 
JOHN B. WHITSITT 
U.s. OfPT Of fNEICY· NEVADA OPfIATlONS 
OffiCI 
,. B. ConER 
M.P. KUNICU 
PUBLIC RIA DING ROO M 
u.s. Ofn Of INfICY· NUCUAI 
ENVIIONMENTAl APft.ICATION ..... NCH 
ROBERI W. BA RBIR 
u.s. DI" Of INfaCY • NWTS ,.OCIAM 
OffiCI 
T. BAIlLI fUl 
M. BLANCHA RD 
l. A. CASn 
R. IAHOTI 
l. K. MCCLAIN 
I. O. NlFf 
k. k. WU 
R. C. WUNDERLICH 
U.s. Of" Of INf.CY· OAk ltOG( 
OI'(IA nONS onlCl 
PUBLIC RIADING ROOM 
u.s. Of" Of INI.CY· OfFICI Of IASK 
fNEIC,y SCIINCES 
MA Rk w.wtrTns 
u.s. 1M" Of fNfICY· OffiCI Of NUCllA. 
WASTE MANACfMfNT 
(A RL WAHLQUIST 
u.s. Din Of ENIIGY· OffiCE Of ,.OIlCT 
AND fACIUTllS MANACfMlNT 
o l.HARTMAN 
u.s. Off'T Of ENf.CY· OfMI Of TEIMINAl 
WAsn DtSl'OSA.l 
fRA NKLIN l. COHMAN 
U.s. DI" Of INf.CY · OffiCI Of WASTI 
ISOlAnON 
1051PHA L(AR Y 
,ANIE U IAHHN 
u.s. Of'T Of ENI.CY • OfflCf Of WASTI 
roooucn 
JAME TURI 
u.s. OfrT Of INEaGY · IECION VIII 
SIGRID tIIGDON 
U.s. Of" Of INEICY · IICttlAND 
OI'(UTlONSOfFICI 
R 8 GORAN~N 
PUBliC RIAolNG ROOM 
I ~IIREt8IR 
o J SQUIMI.~ 
u .s. DlPT Of INIICY • SAN 'IANCISCO 
orE .. liONS OffiCE 
INIRGY RI SQUR((S((N UR 
U Nl ANNI 
PU8 11C IHAOING II: OOM 
u.s. Of" Of INE.CY · SAVANNAH IIVII 
OPIIA TIONS Of'tcI 
lue lNA f HAUl S 
T 8 HI NDMAN 
u.s. Of" Of INUC' · W"",, rwoGaAA4 
1 ... \\11:1'0 H U .... , tO, 
U.s. Dt" Of LAIOI 
""1\ C '<lUll 
.. 11 \1" \\ l 
U.s. INYII ONMIH, Al P'lorfCT1C)N AGfNC' 
OI\I"O' OJ C. "UU"'" ' ''''DA.OS 
()()'''' ' 0 tiL ' ''. 
I""US ' flHff'" , 
U.s. GlN(I At ACCOUNTINC OffKI 
" UII ... " 0 ... \10 8ItOO' S 
U.s. CfOtOCKAI W I YIY 
l iOOt Ptt" ' Of'f 
U.s. GfOlocrCAI W I VIY · AUIANDIIA 
Co 'ln"'I ' 
U.s. GfOlOCKAI W I Yl' • CetUMIUS 
"" "S"l' JR 
U.s.. GfOlOGtC At W I YI, • D"'NVII 
"8E1lT H 8 ... , (H 
""8fOt-...c.u I' .... " (Lf \II"'O 
1t000UTJ Hm 
RH'IO'OD "" US 
U.s.. ClOlOGtCAt SUI~n • ,",CUON 
C. "RAIO C. ,""uu IR 
U.s. ClOlOClCAt W IYI' · MlHlO 'A. 
)00' II. U>fHQff T 
) S·U. I U 
'l.tIO HH Cl " '" 
"R1HL R H 1' (H( 'SR t..C H 
)ACae . L II" 
U.s.. GfOlOGtCAt Sl/Ityn · RUlON 
'·' ,,,G CHOt... 
100'" ROIIRT'iO' 
,0\\" . Qfoon 
IlGI " H RO\lSOO't Jil 
PfHRIt \H\I ' S 
0 4\ 108 H I " .... ' 
"~HI ) r ll:A~ III 
U.s. HOt.tSf suecoMMIHn ON INUC' AND 
THI I NYIIONMIHl 
,to •• ,, " LOAU 
U.s. NUCUAI IlCutA'o., COMMISSK)H 
I ( " I\ .... IIIIOH 
'"'.1(1''''' (O\'II U A 
".1('01 (0' " 
,"U('H"f1 ( 011"00. 0 
110""'" 
,(Xf~" ()()'<.OGHl f 
, I DO'lf 
,.,OUIO. fOIt 'i(HU 
. '(H"ItD' '()-\lf lt 
"'I If (408f . (' 
Ht<.H .'''U "'''''U IICf ' ''' ' C. fI.A'''CH 
UI(,H If\ ft '" , \H flCH"'I( '" 
"(')fIE It , IOu'<,(), 
rl'Of II "'''' 
"H'""'II"I' 
'-"(H"" .. , 'A It .. " 
~t , ,'" Ii.' 
"' 0" I IfH\.t" ... 
14'1.tf 'C 'I.t """.o 
100'" ... ".11 ... II 
IOH"' ( .... (" ... ", 
toft. If R' ""'III . 
JH()\ot"\1 -.l(' ll o.\()'II 
fO¥w '.0 ()(X) ....... 1I1 
lA' I . HOOt I I< It 
U..J.IINAJI C0A4M1ntf ON lHlI C' ANO 
IIItA ..... AlIUOUWCU 
""U"ow,TH 
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U.W. · MILWA ... U SAlur 




ED POV.U S 
UNtON CA.lllOI: Co., 
10HN D SHERMAN 
UNtON Of COHCIIN(D SCIINTlSlS 
M'C HAU FADEN 
UNIRD stAm CYI'5UM COM'ANY 
It ROSlMTI El 
UN'VI.aslTY Of AIlION 
R C. COR8Ill 
UNIYlI SfTY Of ALAIAMA AT IIIMINGHAM 
I WAl HR MASON 
UNIYlasiTY Of AllllTA 
f 1,\ SCHWARTZ 
UNIVlaslTY Of AIlZONA 
IAA I( OArMIN 
STANt(Y .... DAIf'S 
IA""( SG MCC RAY 
SHLOMO P M UMA"'" 
ROY C POSI 
DAVlOl SOUTH 
UNIYlGTl' Of CAUfOaNiA AT IIUIl" 
N( Vllll C W COOl( 
TOOO l APOItH 
THOMAS H PlCfO.O 
U'rIIIVlItSlTl Of CAUfOllNtA AT LOS ANGIUS 
OUINT 
UNlVlItSlTl Of CAllfOaNIA AT IIVtflK)f 
HW'S CQH ( N 
DONSmltMAN 
UNlvttifTY Of CAUfOaNiA AT SAJlij DelGO 
RICHARD I WilliS 
UNtYlttSn'l' Of DlLAWAIf 
R08U T R 10ROA,.., 
FRANI( A KUlACKI 
UNIVItifTY Of 'Lo.tDA 
DAVID f (tA ltK 
DOlO'U S C JINKINS 
'1 I OHANIAN 
ONIVltifTY Of HAWAH AT MANOA 
D" VID IPr 
'1UIUI H MANGHNANI 
UNIVlISITY Of IlUHOlS A' OIII ANA • 
CHAMPA.cN 
DA"'IH F HA""C 
""AGOI.ACHII 
UNivtlSlTY Of lOWfU 
IAMI S It SHffF 
UNlvtHlTY Of MAIYLAND 
"'AIV'N 10 USH 
UNlvt lSlTY Of MlNNUOTA 
t I'll lIND"'U 
.AYMO .... O sn . lING 
UNIVlIHIn Of MISSOlJIII AT COlUMMA 
WD .. U lE l 
ONIYIISITY Of MlSSOUII AT KANSAS cm 
fOWl .... 0 COfflU 
sno f HASAN 
UN'VlIStTY Of MISSOUII AT 100LA 
"Ht .... W HA'HfWAY 
"ltlfl"'O I(UMAIt 
NICK rSOl.lfA ... IOts 
UNfvtl JaTY Of NlYAOA AT UNO 
.~fY I WflK 
.IClnWfIM(1t 
UHlvtltSfn Of HfW WUJCo 
DOUGt AS C .IOOKINS 
R()OfIinc (WING 
UNlVtIlSfn Of NOIlTH CAKK'NA 
'''Ul 0 FUllACA. 
UNlYIISITl Of OK.UHOMA 
DANiEl J 80AUIC HT 
UNIYlRSlTY Of o n AWA 
TUNCUORfN 
UNIYII SITY Of "TTSlUICH 
8. l COHEN 
UN'VIISITY Of lHOOt ISlAND 
EDWARD P tAINt 
UN'vtlSlTY Of SOUTHII"'" MISSI~,," 
CHARlES R BRI NT 
R08UT I 8 URKS 
FR£DDI( C HOWEll 
,AMI S W PINSON 
OA III A SUNDHN 
C ARY I WILDMA N 
UNIYIISIn Of UNNfS,SU AT KNOXVIlU 
OONW. 8YlRl Y 
1.8. FUSSEll 
UNIYlISITY Of 'UM AT AUSTIN 
PA UL ANAE/IONU 
8 UR[AU or (CONOMIC CWLoc.y 
THOMAS C GUS' AVSON 
MA RTIN P A IACKSON 
DAlf KUtN 
10E 0 HD8lnlR 
DOUGLAS C RA ' CliH 
l . C. WERM UNO 
UNlVEISITY Of nlAS AT SAN ANlONIO 
DONALD R. tlWIS 
UMVlUnOfTmyo 
R'OMII 'UYOSE 
UHlvtItSlTY Of TOIONTO 
N. S. BRAR 
R. M STfSKY 
UNlVIISITY Of UTAH 
CARY M . SANDQUIST 
ROQGlR WlA VIR 
UNlVllSln Of UTAH Ml(MCAl CINTII 
JAM ES A. SORENSON 
UNlVlRSlTY Of UTAH RUUKH INSTlTUTl 
lI8RARY 
DUNCAN fOLEY 
HOWARD '". RO SS 
UNlvtISlTY Of WASHINCTON 
DAVID 8OOAN~Y 
KAI N. lll 
M A. R08KIN 
UNlVflSln Of wmlRN OHTAIIO 
WILLIAM S fYLE 
P W M ,AC08S 
UNlVtISlTT Of WISCONSIN 
8. C HAIMSON 
UNIVllSln Of WISCONSIN AT MIlWAUKU 
HOWA.O P1NC US 
lHUlJ()ttN A. RUMI &0 AJSOCIATU, 
INGINHItS 
ANDIEW 8. CUNNINGHAM 
UTAH IURlA U Of IA(MATION CONTROl 
DA RRElL M WAlI(N 
UTAH DIn Of HlAUH 
IAMESoO MASON, MD , DIt P H 
UTAH Din Of NATUIALIISOUICIS 
MA RK A PACf 
UTAH DfVtSH)N Of 'AMS&o I KRU'lON 
GORDON W TO""AM 
UTAH GlotOCKAI ANO MINIIAt WIYIY 
CfN(VI( V( ATWOOD 
MAGl YONE T " NI 
UTAH SOtlnfIMnlN DtSTI K1 ttlALTH 
DI.AITWlNT 
ROI(RT l f Ul lOW 
UTAH STATt 1.JMV11ISrT' 
Df.1'l 01 GIOLOGY 
JOUI flnCH(R 
UTAH W1lDlINlSS ASSOOAnoN 
MIK( PALMER 
UTILI" DATA INSTITun 
'RIO YOST 
VAHOIIIIlT UNIYlltStn 
FRANK l. PA RKER 
YIPCO 
D. C. YOUNG 
VIIMONT AGINCY Of INVIIONMINTAl 
CQNSlIVATlON 
CHARLES A. RA TTl 
VIIMONT STAn NUCltAl ADvtSOlY ,ANIl 
VI RGINIA CAllAN 
VIRCIHIA DIn Of HIAL nt 
ROSlRT C. WICKUNE 
VIICINIA DtVISIOH Of MINllAl llSOUIClS 
ROSlRT C. MILICi 
YlaGINIA POl mCHN.C INmTun ANO 
STAn UNIV1ISl" 
DAVI D R. WONES 
WASHINGTON DIn Of SOCIAL AND HlAlnt 
SlIVI(U 
T.ST RONG 
WASHINGTON stAn SlNAn 
DONN CHA RNlEY 
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wAJHINCT'OH STAn UNIVOUITY 
GlORGIA YUAN 
WAnul 
S08 [. WAn 
WATNI STAn UNlVlIISITT 




LOUIOES SlANCO LOPEZ 
WBT VAUl'Y NUCHAl SUVtcB COMPAN' 
INC 
. ICHARD M. WINAR 
WIST VlIGINIA GlotOCt('Al ANO 
ICQNOMKSUl:vn 
ROB£RT 8. IRWIN 
WUTlNCttOUSI RKllUC COl' 
GEORGE v. 8. HALL 
CAROL A. KIZIS 
D. NEWSY 
CEQtCE P. SA80l 
WlSTINGttOUSI WII'r PItOJKT 
WISTINGHOUS( IlEetRt( COlPORATION 
wtKONfWIiI DIPT Of lOCAl AffAfltS AND 
DI\1l"""'" 
DAVID WOODIUI., 
WISCONSIN DI'VtSK)N Of stAn INlICY 
ROBERT HAunAD 
WISCONSIN GIotOGKAl AND NATUIAl 
HIS'TOaY SUl:VlY 
MICHAEl C. MUOI£Y, JR. 
MfREOITH I . OSllOM 
WISCONSIN P\JKK glvtCl co.,. 
PA UL WOZNIAK 
WOODWAID-ClYOl CONSULTANTS 
f .R. CONWUL jl) 
ASHOK PATWARDHAN 
WESl(IN RICION Ll8RAR Y 
wr-,\'SlIM AI 
IVAR SACHORS 
WltcHT STAn UNMIISfTY 
A.A. 8AKI 
WYOMING CIOlOGtCAl waYI\' 
DANIEl N. MILLE R 
'All UNIVUSfTl' 
SRI AN SK INNER 
.,"' _____ ." •. "".no 
